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Impact of Offshore Nuclear
Generating Stations on Recreational
Behavior at Adjacent Coastal Sites

Abstract

A multi-faceted investigation was undertaken to project the im-
pact of offshore nuclear power plants on beach visitation at
adjacent beaches. 1. Related literature was reviewed con-
cerning human adjustment to natural hazards, risk-taking behavior,
and public attitudes toward nuclear power. 2. Approximately
2400 people were interviewed at beaches in three states with
respect to: a) intended avoidance of beaches near a hypothetical
floating nuclear plant (FNP), b) relative importance of proxi-
mity to a FNP, when compared to other beach attributes, c) on-
shore-offshore preference for coastal nuclear plant location,
d) behavioral impact of NRC licensing of FNP's, e) relative
tourism impact cf coastal nuclear plant compared to coastal
coal-fired plant, f) public concerns about nuclear safety,

- g) public attitudes toward alternative energy sources, h) pub-
. lic confidence in sources of information about nuclear power,

i) visual impact of a FNP, and j) knowledge about nuclear power.
t 3. Four beach areas near currently operating coastal nuclear
- pcwer plants were studied to assess impacts on tourism result-

ing from plant construction. Data suggest that proximity of a
FNP is less important than other beach attributes in determining
beach attractiveness, probably no more than (and perhaps less
than) 5% to 10% of current beach patrons would avoid a beach
after IUP siting three miles directly offshore, and impact of
a FNP would decrease exponentially as distance away increased.
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IMPACT OF OFFSHORE NUCLEAR
GENERATING STATIONS ON RECREATIONAL
BERWIOR AT ADJACEV. F COASTAL SITES

Chapter 1

Problem Statement and
Conceptual Framework

Certain elements of the nuclear power industry favor siting of
nuclear generating plants offshore in the coastal waters of the
United States. The units would be manufactured at a central
facility and towed by tugboat to the desired location off the
shoreline. There the unit (s) would float, moored within a man-
made breakwater for protection against stom action and colli-
sions. Electricity would be transmitted to land by cables be-
neath the ocean floor.

'

This study explores questions regarding the behavioral conse--

- quences of floating nuclear plants (FNP's). Specifically, if
a nuclear power plant were located off the coast of a beach com-

.

munity whose economy depends on tourism, what impact would the'

~ plant have on tourism and beach visitation? This report assesses
the potential magnitude of beach avoidance associated with float-
ing nuclear plants and investigates variables which may affect
the beach visitation decision.

An individual's trip to a beach is the result of a complex deci-
sion-making process. A simplified representation of the process
is depicted in Figure 1.1. Two general factors are likely to be
involved in the beach-goer's decision: his perception of the
quality of the particular beach and his general attitude toward
beaches relative to other forms of recreation. His attitudes
and beliefs about nuclear power may influence his perception of
beach quality if a nuclear plant is sited offshore.

Principal factors affecting perceived quality of a particular
beach having a floating nuclear plant offshore are 1) proximity
to home, 2) crowding, 3) cleanliness, 4) quality of facilities,
5) proximity of offshore nuclear plant, and 6) proximity of other
potentially noxious or unaesthetic facilities. The first four
of the variables have been identified in other studies (Stutz and
Butts,1975; Mott-Smith,1975) and in a survey conducted in conjunc-
tion with the research reported here (Baker and West, 1976) as being

B
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the principal characteristics normally considered in choosing
among beaches. The fifth and sixth variables are of relevance
to the special case being considered here.

Also significu t in the beach-visitation decision is the relative
importance of beach-going to the person's general recreation be-
havior. That is, a person to whom a beach vacation or visit is
extremely important may react differently to a beach having a
nuclear power plant offshore than a person to whom beach trips
are only one of many enjoyable recreational experiences.

Finally there is a set of factors relating to the person's atti-
tudes toward nuclear power. At least two subsets are relevant:
1) attitudinal components derived from beliefs about nuclear
safety, and 2) attitudinal components derived from non-safety
concerns such as environmental impact. Both subsets may apply
to nuclear power in general and to a specific nuclear generat-
ing facility.

. The attitudes either toward nuclear power generally or toward
.~ a particular plant are primarily a function of beliefs about

nuclear power or plant. The information influencing the beliefs
- may be of several types--on-site safety, waste disposal, econo-
f mics, etc.--and may address specific events or issues individually

(for example, an accident at a particular plant) or may be more
general discourses (for example, a lengthy discussion about
various aspects of nuclear safety). The infonnation can be con-
voyed via a variety of media: television, newspapers, maga::ines,
public addresses, movies, books (fiction or non-fiction), per-
sonal conversation, etc. The information may be pro-nuclear,
anti-nuclear, or neutral. The decision-maker may receive infor-
mation about nuclear power or a plant often or seldom. The source
of the infomation may have high credibility or low credibility
with the decision-maker.

As new information reaches the decision-maker, as characteristics
of a beach change, and as the availability or characteristics
of other recreatiora! opportunities change, the person's decision
to visit a given beacn may change. The research reported here
was designed to address the likelihood of such decision changes,
given various scenarios.

1569 2923
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Chapter 2

Related Literature

There are three principal areas of previous research which relate
most directly to the problem at hand: 1) natural hazards adjust-
ment and perception, 2) risk-taking and subjective evaluation of
risk, and 3) attitudes toward nuclear power.

Adjustment to and Perception of Natural Hazards

hhile behavioral research into nuclear risks has been relatively
recent, human response to natural hazards has been studied for
more than three decades. Prior to 1942 the only adjustment to
floods which had received widespread attention was construction
of protective structures. In that year hhite outlined a broad

- spectrum of alternative adjustments, most of which tended to
- minimize the damage potential of flood hazard. Within hhite's

volume were three pages of assertions concerning awareness of the
, flood hazard as understood by flood-plain residents.

The essence of hhite's conclusion was that flood-plain dwellers
tended to underestimate the magnitude of the hazard which faced
them. During and soon after a given flood, the event's cognitive
impact on affected individuals was significant, but as time passed
without another major flood, complacency and false security per-
meated attitudes toward the hazard. Some floods were recalled
more easily than others, but there was a propensity to believe
that the worst events would not be repeated or exceeded. hhite
attributed the decay of awareness to infrequency of flood events,
coupled with the " frailties of human memory (p. 51)."

Not until 1956 (when hhite returned to the University of Chicago
faculty) did behavioral research in natural hazards resume. A
team of researchers began a study of urban flood-plain occu-
pance, and one of the investigators' prime tasks was to deter-
mine what factors were responsible for spatial and temporal
variations in the adoption of adjustments to flood hazard
(hhite et al,1958) . Flood-plain managers were interviewed re-
garding estimation of flood hazard, confidence in structural
protection works and general technological advances in flood
control, and awareness of the theoretical range of adjustments.
'The findings lent credence to hhite's earlier assertions.

5
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The next few published studies refined the research paradigm
substantially and provided much of what is presently understood
about human adjustment to natural hazards and therefore will
be discussed in some detail. Roder (1961) and Burton (1961)
each investigated the expectancy of future flooding as con-
ceived by flood-plain dwellers and attempted to correlate the
expectations (optimistic, neutral or pessimistic) with ex-
perience of past floods, age, income, and knowledge of protective
flood structures in the respective areas. Expectation was
found to vary only with experience. Roder and Burton also
found widespread ignorance about flood-plain information
sources.

Burton (1962) later made a significant contribution in his
study of agricultural flood-plain occupance. He found that
agricultural managers were more aware of the magnitude of
flood hazard than urban managers. He extended the generaliza-
tion to within group comparisons, concluding that heightened
awareness of the hazard varies with " closeness" to or depen-
dence on the resource affected by the hazard. Burton also
substantiated another of hhite's assertions of twenty years -

before, noting tha. accuracy of hazard evaluation was greater -

at sites which had been more frequently flooded.
.

Also in 1962, Kates investigated the decision-making process -

which presumably occurs when flood-plain residents evaluate
the hazard and alternative adjustments. He found Simon's
bounded rationality model (1957) to apply to flood-plain mana-
gers, most of their decisions to be conscious, and satisficing
rather than optimizing to be the principal choice criterion.
Kates extended and formalized hhite and Burton's findings re-
garding frequency and awareness of flooding into what he called
a " certainty" hypothesis. His position was that as the cer-
tainty of hazard recurrence increases (as determined by tech-
nicians), 1)the greater is the collective experience with
flood hazard, 2) the flood-plain dwellers are more likely to
view natural events as repetitive (as opposed to unpredictable),
3) the more affimative are the dwellers' expectations of future
flooding, and 4) the greater is the adoption rate of adjust-
ments. Kates found adoption of alternative adjustments to be
associated with expectation of flood recurrence and interpre-
tation of the state of nature (determinate /indeteminate).

hhere flooding had been relatively frequent (high certainty
situation), experience acted as a good teacher. To abate
flood losses man tended to repeat behaviors which had been
effective in the past. Thus, a long history of floods enabled
the adjustment process to evolve, eliminating practices which

6
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had been unhelpful. Conversely, infrequent experiences tended
to result in misconceptions regarding the efficacy and reli-
ability of various practices.

Kates found that individuals attempt to reduce the uncertainty
of hazard by viewing events as more regular than random and
people tend to view annual probabilities as being dependent,
an occurrence in one year reducing the likelihood of recur-
rence the following year.

Kate's monograph also populari:cd use of the term " perception"
in natural hazard research. Thereafter it became standard
practice to refer to " perception of the hazard" or " perception
of alternative adjustments" in place of earlier references to
" evaluation" or " awareness."

In 1964 hhite formulated a decision matrix inco1ving alternative
adjustments and the principal factors which affect the choice

,

process. His position was that the theoretical range of choices
available to decision makers is actually reduced to a " practical"

- range by socio-cultural and cognitive conditions. A simplified
scheme for delineating factors affecting choice of adjustment

,

would be to consider the manager's perception of 1) the theore-
'

tical range of choice, 2) flood hazard, 3) technology, 4) eco-
nomic efficiency per adjustment, 5) spatial linkages between
action in the flood plain and resource use in other areas, and
6) social constraints.

The first study involving hazards other than flood was Saarinen's
study of drought (1966), followed by investigations of urban
snow, coastal storms, hail stoms, tornadoes, hurricanes, carth-
quakes, coastal erosion, strong winds, lendslides, frost, ava-
lanches, and volcanoes (see hhite,1974 for a representative
sample of recent studies.)

The findings in the studies have generally supported the conclu-
sions regarding flood hazard. Most of the few " conflicting"
findings such as Burton, Kates, and Snead's (1969) observation
of greater awareness of coastal storm hazard than was found in
flood-plain research do not actually contradict ear]ier findings.
For example, the coastal storm awareness should have been antici-
pated by integrating Kates's certainty-awareness hypothesis
with Burton's awareness-dependence findings. Thus, it appears
that most behavioral aspects of adjustment to hazards apply
across hazards.

$ 1569 296
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Summary. Most studies have revealed a willingness to occupy
hazard-prone areas because 1) dwellers tend to believe the
benefits of occupance exceed the risks, 2) dwellers tend to
underestimate the likelihood of a hazardous event, 3) dwellers
tend to underestimate the likelihood of being adversely affected
by a hazardous event if it does occur, and 4) dwellers under-
estimate the extent of damage they are likely to suffer if they
are affected by a hazardous event.

Risk Evaluation and Risk-Taking

The risk-taking literature deals primarily with artificial labo-
ratory situations and suggests little of use in projecting im-
pacts in the problem of concem here. Several recent experi-
ments, however, while not addressing actual real-world risk-
taking propensity, are enlightening with respect to how indi-
viduals reach their assessments of risks, likelihoods, and con-
sequences of uncertain events. Much of the notable research
has been conducted at the Oregon Research Institute by a team
now with Decision Research, Inc. Most of the work discussed

.

below is summarized in Slovic (1964) and Slovic, Fischhoff, -

and Lichtenstein (1976a).

Risk-taking. Several early studies attempted to correlate risk-
taking propensity with personality attributes and other vari-
ables. The experiments employed a variety of risk-taking mea-
sures in laboratory situations (for example, gambling bet pre-
ferences and guessing on tests on which incorrect responses
are subtracted from one's score). The generalizations were
inconsistent depending on the measure employed and generally
inconclusive. Slovic has suggested that the inconsistencies
stem from the studies' failure to take into account the mul-
tidimensionality of risk and motivational and other influ-
ences (1964). Several studies have shown that risk-taking
propensity is reduced when actual (real-world) consequences
are involved, as opposed to purely hypothetical consequences
as employed in most risk-taking studies (Feather,1959;
Shulman, 1961; Rawson, 1961; Slovic, 1969).

Risk Evaluation. Simon's theory of bounded rationality pro-
posed that individuals simplify real world decision-making
situations due to their inability to fully comprehend and
process all the relevant infomation necessary to optimal
choice (1957). With respect to the simplified model, in-
dividuals approximate rationality, but that rationality

8
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seldom resembles real-world optimality. Recent studies have
supported Simon's contention, as illustrated below.

Expected Value. Edwards (1954) and others suggested that
rational decisions would be made so as to maximize the ex-
pected value of payoff or benefits over several risky sit-
uations. Most experiments to test the proposition (usually
involving gambling bet preferences) have failed to substan-
tiate it, however. Two studies (Lichtenstein, Slovic, and
Zink,1969; Slovic and Tversky, 1974) carefully instructed
subjects in the notion of expected value and still found
that it was either rejected or employed improperly. Shanteau
(1974, 1975) has noted, however, that individuals do multiply
probability and payoff in some manner to arrive at an over-
all evaluation of the worth of a risk choice. That is, risk
evaluation is not a simple additive combination of probabil-
ity and payoff, but a multiplicative combination. A partic-
ularly interesting finding contrary to the expected value
model is that a given likelihood may be valued differently
depending on whether it pertains to a positive or to a neg-

' ative consequence. Similarly, a given magnitude of conse-.

- quence may be given a different importance weighting depend-
ing on whether it is a desirable consequence (Slovic and

.
Lichtenstein, 1968). This suggests that beach-goers may not'

- integrate likelihood and consequence of a nuclear accident
in a mathematically optimal manner when evaluating the over-
all risk.

Law of Small Numbers. Various studies have observed that
individuals do not understand the principles of generalizing
from a subset (sample) of events to the set (population)
of all similar events. This has led to what Tversky and
Kahneman (1971) have called the " law of small numbers"-
individuals place undue confidence in conclusions suggest-
ed by small numbers of cases. Failure of people to under-
stand that reliability decreases and variance increases as
sample size decreases has been found among both the lay
public (Kahneman and Tversky,1972) and amarg scientists
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1971). Thus, even one severe mishap
at a nuclear power plant may lead the public to believe
future mishaps are likely.

Others Errors in Subjective Probability. Kahneman and Tversky
(1973) have also found other cognitive behaviors which de-
viate from normative statistical procedures. The first is
that individuals place more emphasis on new, specific infor-
mation about an event than they place on probabilistic infor-
mation they had about the event before receiving the specific

,

9
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information. For example, if one is given the probability
of a certain type of nuclear accident and then that acci-
dent actually occurs, the person will subsequently view
its recurrence as being more likely than the given probability.

Slovic (1972) and Tversky and Kahneman (1974) have document-
ed a phenomenon they have called " anchoring". That is, after
an anchor (or starting point) is given by a person as a first
approximation to an estimate, he revises it inadequately
when given additional information. Thus, one's initial esti-
mate will bias his eventual estimate. The principle is also
supported by individuals' reluctance to regress their esti-
mates toward a group average when they learn that their in-
fomation has low validity (Kahneman and Tversky,1973).
This process tends to moderate changes in beliefs brought
about by the " law of small numbers" and the recency effect
discussed above.

Tversky and Kahneman (1973) have also found what they term
an " availability" bias. The notion is that one's judgment
about an event's probability depends on the person's ability -

to recall or imagine instances relating to the event's occur- -

rence. Actual frequency is a desirable contributor to
" availability", but there are also contaminating factors -

such as recency of the event's occurrence and the emotional -

involvement the event holds for the person. Slovic, Fisch-
hoff, and Lichtenstein (1976a) recently illustrated the
principle by having subjects judge the more likely of 106
pairs of 41 causes of death. Individuals were generally
successful in choosing the actual more likely cause only
when it was at least twice as likely in reality. Causes of
death whose probabilities were seriously overestimated were
accidents, cancer, botulism, and tornadoes, all of which get
considerable media attention, thus creating high availability.
Asthma and diabetcs--two ailments receiving little public
notice--were underestimated. Nuclear accidents were not
included in the list, but they will probably have increasing
" availability" in the future, as media discussion increases.

Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein (1976b) have also docu-
mented a phenomenon labelled the " certainty illusion." The
notion, essentially, is that people have terrific confidence
that some things are definitely tme--absolutely certain--
when in fact the " facts" are untrue. Thus, individuals may
have certain beliefs about nuclear safety which will be diffi-
cult to change.

Ilindsight. Fishhoff (1974) has investigated the process by

10
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which individuals tend to believe "they knew it would happen"
after being told of the occurrence of a previously unantici-
pated event. That is, people tend to believe that which has
occurred was obviously inevitable and they knew it would
occur, even though they did not in fact anticipate the event.
Fischhoff has pointed out that this false self-confidence can
prevent our 1carning from surprises--that is, failing to recog-
nize the fact that we were surprised by an event.

Knowledge about Knowledge. Individuals do not predict accurately
how well they have answered questions (Lichtenstein and Fisch-
hoff, 1976). In general there is a tendency to be overconfi-
dent of responses to difficult questions and underconfident about
responses to easy questions. Thus, some individuals may have
certain correct beliefs about nuclear power which are very
susceptible to change, and other incorrect beliefs which are
not likely to change.

Risks and Benefits. Starr (1969), using a technique he calls
,

" revealed preference" asserts that society is willing to accept
- risks roughly proportional to the cube of the benefits and that
' it (society) is willing to accept risks roughly 1000 times
'

greater if the risks are voluntary than if they are involuntary.
-

Recent laboratory studies tend to support Starr's generaliza--

tions (at least ordina11y) but also suggest that other factors
besides voluntariness may affect the risk-benefit relationship
(Fischhoff, et al. ,1976) .

Attitudes toward Nuclear Power

Recently investigations have been undertaken to assess indivi-
duals' reactions to the risks posed by nuclear power. Studies
of attitudes and beliefs about nuclear power have been compre-
hensively summarized by Kasperson, et al. (1976), and the fol-
lowing discussion draws heavily on their work. Results of
other studies have also been integrated into this review, however.

Table 2.1, an expanded version of one prepared by the Kasperson
group, summarizes the results of various public opinion and
electoral polls regarding nuclear power. Most surveys and votes
have shown the public to be in favor of nuclear power (usually
over 60i,) by a two or three-to-one margin. The most notable
exception in the U.S. was a survey .n Indian Point, N.Y. (site
of a nuclear plant) where supporters and opposers were equally
divided. In a ntmber of foreign polls supporters have been in
the minority, although this was not the case in Canada or London.

11
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Table 2.1. Ssrary of Public 0;' inion Surveys and Electoral Peferenda Regarding Restrictions on
Nuclear Power

Attitude Tcsard
1xlear Wser

Survey Site S_cepe N Sqport pyy N g inion

Ibrris (1975) U.S. National 1,537 6 3'. 19. Ist

l' rris (19'5) 'J .. S . 3 Nuclear Planta

Sites 331 63' 2.11 let

Creer-Wocten and
Mitson (1970) Canada Nat ion.il 2,103 681 21% 11%

Kas;,cr<en, et al
(iro) Poston, U.S.A 1 city ISO 691 24' 't

LeN c,, Ergland I city 1M 62% 251 131H Torento, Cnadt I c:ty 100 831 90 8 '.N Te< ten, U.S.A. I city 243 581 421
Indian Point. Nf I city region 100 4 71 4 ?. 4%
Xaterford, Cf I city region 100 6M 281 71
Seabroek, Ni ! city region 103 6% 3 2 '. 51

Central Surveys
(1]?2) New !!rpshire 2 carity region 353 521 101 331

!)tleag (1975) Se.en lif4) Natzrnal #9 ' 59'. ?
%e !cn ilo'5) National M'O 31% 631

"ttne S maine
Nucleaire"
(1975) France National 51% ? ?

'

Smith and
Span %ff (1976) Netherlands National ' 201 331 451

SunJstrem, et al--*

(1977) liartsvi!!c, Tenn County region 2P8 081 31%

@ Vester (1976I Iiir kenbead, N.2. I city 391 621
*

Q
Wu, et al (1976) B i rket-head , N . '' . I city 60 coarunity

leaders 4 31 571U
CD
-

8 ' e e,
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Table 2.1. (cor.tinued)

Lis;msitics Toward
Restrictin? 'tElear i% cr

Referer.dte State N hainst I c.r

Cali fernia (.iur.e 1976) 5,913,267 67, 3n

1-i:ona (Nev., 1976) (+ 4,29 5 "i 3s3

Colcrada (Nev., 1976) 1,006,158 711 29;

Bbatana (Nov., 197e) 206,432 5M 41%

Cregon (Nov. ,1976) 58),610 581 42%

Ohio (Nov., 1970) 3,579,634 681 32%

Washington (Nov.,1976) 1,252,5C2 0-) 3"

w
"l;u you want a floating
n :cicar power plar.t located
in the Atlantic C;ean off
the coast of Atlantic City?"

Referenlum County Yes No

Atlantic County, NJ
(Nov., 1970) 40,335 37% 63%

s
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4

u
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Reasons for Support or Opposition. Most studies have shown
safety to be the overiding issue of concern to both support-
ers and opposers of nuclear power. 'Ihe Harris Poll (Louis
liarris,1975) found only 20% of the public believing that
nuclear plants were unsafe, but there apparently is consider-
able geographical variation. Kasperson, et al. (1976) found
44% of interviewees in Boston to view nuclear energy as un-
safe, and in three cities having reactors (Indian Point,
N.Y.: Waterford, Ct. , Seabrook, N.fl.) the figure was 30%.
Sundstrom, et al. (1977) found supporters in llartsville,
Tenn. (site of a proposed nuclear power plant) to view safety
and ha::ards as being less likely than opposers. A poll in
a New Zealand city (where opposers outnumbered supporters)
indicated that supporters and opposers tended to differ on
many issues other than safety, such as beliefs about bene-
ficial effects of the plant, environmental degradation, and
cost of electrical production (Vester,1976).

Correlates with Attitudes toward Nuclear Power. One of the
most interesting aspects of the attitude surveys is the
attempt to discover variables which predict attitude. Know-
leage about nuclear energy--potentially important because -

of its ability to be manipulated--was found to be inversely
related to support for nuclear power by Kasperson, et al.

.

-

(1976). The same study found educational attainment to be -

inversely related, but the Harris poll and Mazar (1975) data
indicated just the opposite. One clear correlate is sex:
men are much more likely to support nuclear power than women
are (Louis Harris,1975; Kasperson, et al. ,1976; Sundstrom,
et al. ,19 77) . 'Ihe Harris data also showed environmentalists
more likely to oppose nuclear power and that opposition is
greater in the West.

Stability of Support. Harris Polls taken four times from
September,1973 to April,1975 revealed nationwide support
to be relatively stable: 64%, 75%, 66%, and 67% respectively
(Louis Harris,1975). Kasperson, et al. (1976) asked indivi-
duals if their beliefs about nuclear safety had changed, and
20% replied affirmatively, most of those indicating t:,e change
was to believe that nuclear power was less safe. A particu-
larly interesting trace of changes in nuclear attitudes ras
conducted duting a one-month period prior to the California
Referendum on Proposition 15. The situation is unique be-
cause of the intense debate and public advertising blitzes
conducted by proponents and opponents of nuclear power.
Opposition to the referendum (that is, support for nuclear
power) grew from 41% to 54% to 56% over the month-long tiine
span (San Francisco Chronicle, 1976). Increase in support

14
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apparently came from previously " undecided's'".

Summary
Previous empirical and theoretical work is of little use in
making forecasts regarding the problem at hand. Studies
which do exist suggest some general tendencies but offer no
help in making quantitative estimates of behaviors. The
hazard literature suggests that individuals will underestimate
and tolerate risk from certain rare events. The risk-taking
literature says nothing about the absolute IcVel of risk
people are willing to take, but it does suggest that initial
beliefs about risks, actual experiences with risk sources,
benefits stemming from the risk source, and case of imagining
the risk consequences are important to the evaluation of risk.
The nuclear attitude surveys indicate that about a third of
the public opposes nuclear power, the primary reservation is
safety, and opposition may or may not increase with increased
knowledge about nuclear power. These general attitudes toward
nuclear power may have little relationship to an individual's
willingness to visit a beach with a nuclear power plant off-

- shore, however.
.

.

.
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Chapter 3
,

Methodology

1he approach employed here to investigate the tourism impact of
floating nuclear plants consisted of three parts: 1) review of
existing literature, already presented 2) personal interviews
with beach-goers, and 3) assessment of the beach visitation im-
pacts of selected existing nuclear power plants at beach loca-
tions. The various facets of the study should be viewed as com-
plementary, each component providing additional insights into
interpretation of the others. In the final chapter, results
from the three major sections will be integrated to yield an
overall assessrent of the potential tourism impact of floating
nuclear plants. Because the most important facet of the study
revolves around the second of the stages listed above, the
methods used in that phase will be discussed in greatest detail
below.

.

Sites and Sampling

After consultation with Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff, four
sites were chosen for interviews with beach visitors: the Panama-

- City Beach-Ft. Walton Beach area of northwest Florida; the Clear-
water-St. Petersburg Beach area of south Florida; the south shore
of Cape Cod, Massachusetts; and the Atlantic County-Ocean County
beach areas of New Jersey (see Figure 3.1). The sites were chosen
primarily due to their representativeness of a range of beach
recreation opportunities: each depends upon a different regional
clientele and affords the user different experiences; the type of
regional patronage at the northwest Florida site is similar to
that of many beaches from Texas to North Carolina; tourism pat-
tems at the south Florida site mirror those at other Florida
beaches except Miami and the panhandic; the New Jersey and Cape
Cod sites represent beach-recreation opportunities for the Middle
Atlantic and Northeastern states. The sites were chosen not be-
cause of any hypotheses regarding differential reactions of tour-
ists to offshore power plants, but to include a broad enough range
of sites to enhance possible efforts to generalize to other places.
The New Jersey site provides the added attraction that an offshore
nuclear installation (the Atlantic Ganerating Station) has been
proposed for that area. This afforded the opportunity to pose
questions of a less hypothetical nature to beach-goers. Decisions
regarding representativeness of various beach areas were reached
after consultation with Florida Division of Tourism officials and
conversations with numerous individuals having personal familiarity
with diffecent beach areas.

'l~
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INTERVIEW AND ANALOGOUS SITES
I
'

1 O
4 Analogous Sites m

1. San Onof re, Col. f 8
.,

2. St. Lucie, Fla. 1 -

3. Millstone, Conn. 'g y 7
4. Zion,111. )ra \to ts in terview Sites (
5. Ponoma City, Flo.
6. Clearwater, Flo. ~

7. Atlantic City, N.J.
8. Cape Cod, Mass. e,

5

6 2s

", }u
CB
# Figure 3.1. Field Study Locations
u
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The northwest Florida beach areas advertise their white sandy
beaches and clean blue green waters. The beach is somewhat
narrow in places and eroding. Development along the beach is
diverse, ranging from high-rise condominiums and large hotels,
to densely located, more modest motels, to amusement parks, to
areas of sparse beach-front development where the dunes are re-
latively unaltered by man. The two major clu. ters of inten*iew-
ing were Panama City Beach and Fort h* alton Beach, the two areas
being approximately 50 miles apart. Sfost interviews were con-
ducted in the Panama City Beach region, over an area extending
approximately 15 to 20 miles.

The south Florida site is in Pinellas County, with most inter-
viewing being done at Cleaneater Beach and St. Petersburg Beach.
The beach is wide and the water clear, most of the beach areas
more crowded than the northwest Florida areas. Condominiums
and motels are prominent, although lower density residential
development is interspersed. Dunes are not in evidence. The
interviewing was conducted at points along approximately 20 miles
of beach, although within each of the four or five clusters,
less than a mile of beach was covered.

.

In New Jersey interviews were conducted in seven areas: Ocean
'

City, Margate City, Atlantic City, Brigantine Beach, Beach Ilaven,
Surf City, and Barnegat Light, from south to north, over a two-
county region covering approximately 40 miles. The points were
chosen to provide an evenly spaced distribution of places at
various distances in both directions from the proposed Atlantic
Generating Station (AGS) site. A criterion of proxinity to the
proposed AGS location was employed to assure reliable estimates at
points closest to the proposed reactor site. The Oyster Creek
nuclear generating plant is located approximately five miles from
the city of Barnegat Light, north of the city on Barnegat Bay.
The plant was not visible from interview points on the Atlantic
beach. The seven beaches vary considerably with respect to type
and extent of development, ranging from the intense commercial
activity of Atlantic City, ta the dense crowding of "each llaven,
to the relatively sparse development of Brigantine and Bamegat
Light.

Five municipalities were used as first-order interview clusters
along the south shore of Cape Cod--virtually every developed beach
area to which the public has access on the mainland. All beaches
were public beaches, owned by the local municipality, with no
permanent commercial development located on the beach. Munici-
pally operated parking, sanitary, and mobile eating facilities
existed at most areas. Residential development bordered some of

1569 31223



the municipal beaches. Conmercial development is present in
some areas but is set well back from the beach. The south shore
of Cape Cod extends approximately 25 to 30 miles.

At each site approximately 600 individuals were interviewed on-
the-spot at the beach. Data was colle ted at least three different.

times from late July through August, 1976. At the Cleaneater-
St. Petersburg site, one-third of the interviews were conducted
in March, 1977 to include the early spring tourists.

Multi-stage cluster sampling was used to choose respondents:
Several beach locations (towns, municipalities, etc.) were chosen
along each of the four coastlines, serving as the first-stage
clusters, then certain beach areas were chosen within each first-
stage cluster, and then individuals were selected at each spot.
The individuals in each cluster were chosen by a spatially sys-
tematic procedure (every tenth person, for example) with random
s t a rt s . Stunple size at each beach location was approximately
proportional to the number of people at the location. In New
Jersey an effort was made to augment sample sizes at locations
nearest the proposed reactor site to assure reliable estimates of
impacts at those locations, regardless of population size. In all
cases the population of interest was current beach-goers; no effort
was made to sample individuals who do not visit beaches at this
time, although they could be considered potential patrons. Non-
response rate (proportion of individuals sampled who refused to
participate in the survey) was estimated to be roughly five per-
cent overall--a very low figure.

Items Used in Interviews

Certain questions were asked of all respondents, but other ques-
tions were asked only of subsets of the total sample. Inclusion
of all questions for each interviewee would have made the proce-
dure excessively long. Figure 3.2 outlines the various sets of
questions employed. The 'luestionnaire combinations were color-
coded for convenience of reference. All individuals were admin-
istered the " pink" form, and one of the other six forms depicted
in Figure 3.2. Each form is described in detail below, and the
actual forms are included as Appendix A .

Pink Form-Background data was collected from all respondents (for
the specific quest ions asked, see Appendin A , Sect ion I, referred
to as the " Pink Fonn") . Those questions addressed four cate-
gories of information: 1) socio-economic and demographic data,
2) past and planned visitation of the beach where the interview

24
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Background Infornation,

Basic Response Data,

impact o f NRC .\pp rova l ,

Onshore / Offshore Pre ference

(Pink Form)
N~ 2100

In Conjunction Nith:

- Distance to (llome / Re ac t o r) Reactor Distance / Cleanliness /

I n forma t ion Integration Crowding /Facilitles

'

(Blue Form) Information Integration

N ~ 240 (Buff Form) N- 180

_

Plant Distance / Type of Plant Photo Information

Information Integration Integration

(Yellow Forn) (Goldenrod Form)

N~ 2-10 N~ 240

_

Visua1 Inpact, I n fo rma t ion Safety Concerns

Sources, Irergy Alternatives, and Knowledge

and Knowledge (White Form)

(Green form) N~ 600 N ~ 600

Figure 3.2. Questionnaire Sets Used in Study
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was being conducted, 3) relative importance of beach going to
the respondent's recreation experience set, and 4) residential
location. The background data was intended to provide a descrip-
tion of various characteristics of the sartples--characteristics
which could be tested later to assess their relationship to a
person's tendency to avoid a beach having a floating nuclear
plant offshore. For example, if individuals having high incomes
are nore likely to avoid a beach than low income people, that
should be taken into account when projecting total economic im-
pact on tourism.

All respondents in Florida and Massachusetts were asked whether
siting of a nuclear power plant directly offshore (three miles)
from the location of the interview at the beach would keep them
from visiting that beach in the future. (See Appendix A, Section
VIIA). Those who replied affirmatively were asked if they would
return if the reactor were sited five miles down the coast; those
contiruing to reply affirmatively were progressively asked if
they would return if the plant were ten, twenty-five, and fifty
miles down-shore. -

All respondents in New Jersey were given a parallel question.
(See Appendix A, Section VIII). An offshore nuclear facility
has been proposed for New Jersey, near Little Egg Inlet. Those
interviewed at the seven beaches in New Jersey were told that
fact, shown a map of the region indicating the proposed location,
and told the distance to the proposed reactor site from their own
location (distance varied from five to twenty-two miles). Res-
pondents were asked whether actual siting at the proposed loca-
tion would keep them from returning to the beach where the inter-
view was being conducted.

His very direct question was designed to provide a starting point
for projecting beach avoidance. It was not expected to provide
an accurate estimate of actual behavior but would be interpreted
in light of results from other components of the study.

At all interview sites, individuals indicating that offshore
siting (directly offshore in Florida and Massachusetts, and the
proposed site in New Jersey) would keep them frcm returning to
their beach were asked a follow-up question (see Appendix A, Sec-
tions VIIB and VIIIB). They were asked whether certification of
the offshore reactor's safety by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission would change their decision. He purpose of the question
was to test the stability of responses to the previous question
generally and to assess the potential impact of this specific
piece of information. It was suspected that a large number of
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respondents, having given little or no prior thought to their
reaction to a floating nuclear plant, may not be aware that there
is a Federal safety certification procedure. Thus, if all res-
pondents had that knowledge, would it affect their dR ision
whether to avoid a beach?

All respondents were also asked whether they would prefer off-
shore or onshore siting if a coastal nuclear power plant were
to be located in the areii of the interview (See Appendix A,
Sections V11C and VIIIC).

Information-Integration Tasks-One difficulty with the hypothetical
questions dealing with response to an offshore nuclear installa-
tion is that respondents are not forced to make trade-offs with
other variables which affect their choice of beach. IIalf the
subjects received one of four "information-integration tasks" to
force those other considerations to be made, as they might be in
reality (See Appendix A, Section V1). This technique describes
situations or entities to the respondent by telling him about
selected attributes of a situation or entity. For example, a
particular beach can be described in terms of how crowded it is,
how clean it is, how good the facilities (amusements, restau-
rants) are, and how far away from on' 's home it is. These variables
are the ones which were identified in previous research as being
the most important in detemining the desirability of a beach
for most people, people can be given several different beach
descriptions based solely on these variables and asked to rate
each beach as to its desirability. For example, one beach may have
good facilities, he clean and uncrowded, but far away, while n,-

other has good facilities, is littered and crowded, but nearby.
In deciding how attractive each is, the subject must make trade-
offs among the attributes. Several such judgments can enable re-
searchers to find out just how important each variable is (the
main pumose for employing the technique in this study), what
effect the variables have on the importance of one another, and
even what equation, or fomula, the person's judgments appear to
follow (whether he realizes it or not). In short, the procedure
tells how the subject is putting together, or integrating, the
information given to him, thus, the term information-integration.

Buff Form - Approximately l' subjects at each site were given
several beach descriptions nased on three of the variables used
in the example--cleanliness, crowding, and facilities--but added
was a fourth variabic: proximity of an offshore nuclear power
plant. (" Buff Form" in Appendix) . Thus, the judgments reveal
what impact having such a plant at varying distances would have on
the desirability of beaches, how important that would be when com-
pared to the importance of other variables, and how proximity of
the plant would interact with the other variables to affect desi-

D rability.
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Blue Form - In a separate task administered to approximately 60
people, only two variables were used: proximity of an offshore
nuclear plant and distance of the beach from one's home. (" Blue
Fo ntt') .

Yellow Form - Still another group of approximately 60 received a
IHTferent task. This one specified the existence of either a
nuclear-powered plant or a coal-burning plant at various distances
from the beach. (" Yellow Form'). nus, the judgments indicate
the relative impacts of coal and nuclear power plants on beach
attractiveness.

Goldenrod Form - A final information-integration experiment differed
in that it supplemented verbal descriptions with a map and photo-
graphs and did not restrict the variables which a person could
use in evaluating beach desirability. (" Goldenrod Form"). A map
of the actual vicinity in which the interview was being conducted
was shown to the respondent, and on the map five spots along the
coast were marked. A panoramic set of photographs taken at each
spot was also presented (the photographs showing several views of
the respective beach), and the subject was asked to rate each
spot with respect to its attractiveness. Then a mark was plac a
on the map indicating an offshore nuclear power plant. The fi
beaches were rated again, and respondents were asked to indicate
which factors about the beaches were most important to them in
their evaluations of beach ..ttractiveness. At a later date stu-
dents at Florida State University were asked to rate the beaches
with respect to cleanliness, crowding, extent of development,
quality of facilities, and overall desirability in order to pro-
vide subjective IcVels of the independent variables (beach charac-
teristics). The Goldenrod Form was designed to assess the relative
importance of the same sort of variables investigated with the
Buff Form. Photographs were used, however, to give respondents
more latitude in employing various attributes of the beaches in
reaching their overall evaluations of the beaches. That is,
specific attributes were not delineated for the respondents.
The two major deficiencies in the Goldenrod task were 1) quanti-
tative judgments about the beach attributes were supplied by a
sample different from the one supplying overall beach ratings,
and 2) there was the possibility that beach attributes would be
intercorrelated, thereby complicating and possibly invalidating
the planned statistical analysis.

hhite Form - Another subset of the sample--150 people at each of
the four interview sites--received a set of questions dealing
with concerns they might have about offshore nuclear power plants
(see Appendix A, Section II, referred to as the "hhite Form").

28
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Iritially, respondents were asked an open-ended question about
any concerns felt. After that, a list of ten events which some
individuals might have concern about was read to the interviewees.
Six of the events were nuclear safety issues (leaks, sabotage,
transportation accident, storm damage to reactor, core melt,
and atomic explosion), and four were other beach-related safety
issues (hurricanes, tornadoes, oil spills, and chark attacks).
'Ihe nuclear events were selected after consultation with NRC
staff and after a pilot survey. Respondents were asked to rate
the likelihood, magnitude of consequences, and their overall
concern for each of the events. 1.ikelihood was rated on a twenty-
one point scale, with zero implying that the event would definitely
not happen during a thirty-year time span and twenty implying that
the event definitely would happen. Consequences referred to ntnn-
ber of people expected to be killed, injured or suffer long-tern
damage to their health if the event occurred. A twenty-point
(categorical) semilogarTthmic scale was provided to facilitate

-

responses (0; 1; 5; 10; 25; 50; 75; 100; 250; . .100,000). A.

twenty-one point scale was also employed for the overall concern
rating, with zero inplying no concern at all and twenty implying
ext reme concern.

'lhe open-ended question at the beginning of the hhite Form was
intended to allow respondents to speci fy their conerns about
floating nuclear plants, whatever the concerns may be. It has
the advantage of being non-directive, but it has the disadvantage
of omit ting responses which do not occur to the respondent readily
but which may be very inportant to him after more careful thought.
'lhe ratings questions about specific perceived nuclear risks were
intended to 1) quantitatively assess the relative concerns with
various events, 2) assess whether the concerns stemmed from per-
ceived likelihood of the events or from the perceived consequences,
and 3) compare concerns about the nuclear events with concerns
about non-nuclear risks present at the interview sites.

An additional set of questions dealing with knowledge about nu-
clear power was administered to all interviewees receiving either
the hhite Fom or the Green Form which is discussed below (see
Appendix A, Sect ion IX). Six multiple choice questions dealing
with the following topics were asked: 1) nuclear fuel, 2) asso-

ciated terms, 3) portion of nation's electricity generated atomi-
cally, 4) radioactive half-life, 5) worst possible accident at
nuclear plant, and 6) harmful by-products of fission. Two ques-
tions also inquired whether the respondent was aware of nuclear
generating facilities in his state of residence or in the state
where the interview was conducted. 'Ihe first six questions were
derived from those used by the Risk Assessment of Rare Events
(RAIUI) project at Clark University.
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The knowledge test was included to assess the relationship be-
tween knowledge about nuclear power with beach avoidance. If
such a relationship exists then awareness of it may be useful in
anticipating future changes in beach avoidance, given various
scenarios regarding changes in public knowledge about nuclear
power.

Green Form - Another subset of the sample--150 at each site--

received a different set of questions (see Appendix A, Sections
III, IV, and V, referred to as the " Green Form"). The first part
of that questionnaire dealt with the overall desirability of
energy options (solar, coal, oil, nuclear, and hydro). A twenty-
one point rating scale was used. The second part dealt with con-
fidence which the respondent had in various potential providers
of infomation about nuclear power (NRC, utility companies, en-
vironmentalists, news media, government scientists, university
scientists, politicians). The rating was on a twenty-one point
scale. These two questions are modified versions of questions
developed by Project RARE. Foth sets of questions were included
so that tests could assess the relationship between the attitudes
measured and beach avoidance. .

Part three of the Green Form attempted to assess the visual im-
pact of an offshore nuclear facility. Offshore Power Systems, a
firm which plans to manufacture offshore plants, has prepared a
color brochure showing an artist's conception of two units three
miles offshore from an isolated beach on a slightly overcast day.
An enlarged (8 in.X 10 in.) copy of the central panel of the bro-
chure was used in the study (the side panels of the brochure showed
a broader expanse of beach without offshore structures). Res-
pondents were first shown a photograph of .he beach with no struc-
ture offshore and asked whether they would visit the beach. They
were then asked whether they would visit the beach if a nuclear
power plant were offshore. Finally they were shown a photograph
of the beach with the artist's conception of the offshore plants
and asked whether they would visit the beach.

The potential visual impact of an offshore nuclear plant is im-
portant for at least two reasons. First, it may reduce the aes-
thetic attrcction of the beach, regardless of perceived safety.
Second, it may create awareness of the plant, where such aware-
ness may not exist if the plant were closeby but not in view from
the beach, hhile the visual impact of a floating nuclear plant
may be important, however, it is extremely difficult to assess.
Analogues such as offshore oil platfoms are not perfectly suit-
able because the concerns stemming from one's awareness cf the
structure are probably very different from those stemming from
one's awareness of a floating nuclear plant. He photographs

|
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employed in this study most likely fail to create the same visual
impression as one would experience while looking at the actual
beach. It is the researchers' opinion that the offshore nuclear
plant appears more imposing in the photograph used with the beach
interviews than the plant appears in the Offshore Power Systems
panoramic illustration. Also, the photograph shows a view of
the plant as it might appear three miles directly offshore only.
No attempt was made to assess visual impact at distances farther
away.

The same questions pertaining to knowledge described in the hhite
Form were also administered to respondents receiving the Green
Form.

Analogous Sites

In addition to interv' ws at beaches described above, an effort
was nade to assess ..npacts on tourism at sites analogous to the

. hypothetical offshore nuclear situation. The purpose of including
an investigation of analogous sites was to attempt an assessment

~

of actual beach use near coastal nuclear power plants, viewing
actual behavior as opposed to hypothetical, intended behaviors.
Good ana ogues are difficult to find, and none are exceptional.
Nuclear risk may be viewed quite differently than other risks of
comparable magnitude, so non-nuclear beach risk situations such
as coastal-sited caustic chemical plants were rejected as analo-
gues. Instead coastal- (ocean or lake) sited nuclear power plants
near recreational beaches were sought.

NRC Environmental Statements on coastal reactors were consulted,
and discussions were conducted with NRC staff and others to
choose analogous situations. A number of candidates were identi-
fied, with preferred criteria being 1) a relatively lengthy (five
years) period of operation, 2) out-of-town commercial tourism ac-
tivity at a nearby beach, 3) data on tourism both before and after
reactor siting, 4) tourist awareness of the plant, and 5) visibi-
lity of the plant from the beach. No place met all of the cri-
teria, but the following were investigated more closely: 1) San
Onofre, California 2) St. Lucie, Florida, 3) Millstone, Connecti-
cut, and 4) Zion, Illinois.

Three types of data were sought at each site: 1) interviews with
beach visitors, 2) interviews with officials or special interests,
and 3) objective data on tourism before and after plant construc-
tion. A brief, structured interview schedule was employed to in-
terview tourists (see Appendix B). Questions dealt with awareness

'
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of the plant, effect on the individual's decision to visit the
beach, the individual's beliefs about the plant's effects on
others' decision to visit the beach, and background data about
the respondent.

" Officials and special interests" consisted of elected and
appointed officials, planners, managers of tourist-oriented
facilities (public or commercial), and financial interests
(realtors, lenders, etc.). 'Ihe interviews were unstructured,
some were personal, and some were by telephone.

'lhe objective data was historical before-after tourism figures,
preferably commercial and preferably accompanied by other data
such that variations in tourism attributable to other factors
could be isolated. Most data was in fact 1) non-existent for
adequate periods before and after, 2) non-commercial, and 3)
confounded with other variables.

Summary

There were two major categories of original data collected as
parts of this investigation: 1) Interviews were conducted with
approximately 2400 people at four beach areas in three states.
Questions dealt with reactions to hypothetical offshore nuclear
plants, beliefs about nuclear safety, knowledge about nuclear
power, attitudes toward alternative energy sources, confidence
in various potential sources of information, and general back-
ground data about the respondent. 2) Assessments were made at
four additional beach areas near currently operating coastal
nuclear power plants to ascertain impacts on beach patronage
resulting from plant construction.

In this chapter the data-collection procedures were discussed
in detail, and in many cases the rationale behind the procedures
and potential deficiencies were specified. In the two follow-
ing chapters results are presented, but the reader will be re-
minded of how and why the data were collected and, in some cases,
their short comings.

L.{ |)^
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Chapter 4

Principal Beach Interview
Results

Sample Characteristics

This initial section describes the socioeconomic and demographic
characteristics of the respondents at the four interview sites.
Three types of data were collected: (a) standard demographic
data (e.g. , age, sex), (b) family income and distance traveled
from home to the interview site, and (c) data concerning the
respondent's activities and length of stay at the beach. A
later section examines the extent to which these variables are
related to intentions to avoid beaches with offshore nuclear
generating stations.

Tables 4.la-4.1d summarine the demographic and socioeconomic
data from the four interview sites. As can be seen, the four
sites were generally comparabic in terms of the socioeconomic
and demographic data from the respondents. Across all sites,
slightly more males were interviewed than females. Approxi-
mately half the respondents were between 20 and 40 years of
age, the northwest Florida sample being younger overall than
the other groups. Only at the south Florida site (8.9%) was
more than six percent of the sample over 60 years of age.

Differences between the sites did emerge in the distance traveled
from the respondent's home to the beach. At both the New Jer-
sey and Cape Cod beaches, most of the visitors lived less than
150 miles from the beach. In fact , over one-fourth of the
New Jersey respondents lived less than 50 miles away. In con-
trast, at the north Florida site, almost 45% had traveled be-
tween 150 and 300 miles, and another 32% had traveled even
further. The south Florida site had a bimodal distribution:
almost 40% were locals from within 50 miles, while nearly 471
were from more than 600 miles away. Over 80% of the respon-
dents traveled to the beach by automobile at each site.

There were also differences in the planned length of stay at
the four sites. hhile 89.7% of the north Florida respondents
intended to stay one week or less, 65.1% of the New Jersey res-
pondents, 59.5% of the Cape Cod respondents, and 71.8% of the
south Florida respondents intended to stay one week or less.
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Tabic 4.la. Socio-Economic and Demographic Descrip-
tion of Sample (N Fla, N = 596)

Sex Sble 49.7%
Female 50.3

Age <20 13.1
20-29 36.4
30-39 22.0
40-49 18.0
50-59 7.9
>60 2.2

Distance Traveled <50 ftiles 8.1
31-150 Miles 14.8
151-300 Miles 44.8
301-600 Miles 21.1
>600 Miles 10.9

bbde of Travel Car 94.5
~

Plane 4.1
Other 1.4

Length of Stay <1 Keek 89.7
>l Neck 10.3

Visited Interview
Site Before No 21.4

Yes 78.6

Plan to Visit
Interview Site
Again No 3.7

Yes 96.3

Visit Other
Beaches No 43.7

Yes 56.3

Activities hkntioned Swim 55.5
Fish 5.2
Sun 57.4
Boat 5.0
Socialize ll.a

Other Active 17.1
Other Inactive 28.1

|
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Table 4.la. (cont.)

Favorite Place for
Weekend Visit Ikach 58. li,

other 41.9

Favorite Place for
Vacation Beach 61.9

Other 38.1

Income No Response 5.5
<$7,500 9.4
7,500-14,999 24.4
15,000-24,999 34.0
25,000-49,999 19.1
>50,000 7.4

Education liigh School 26.4
Trade School 6.8
Some College 23.9
2 yr Degree 11.8
4 yr Degree 17.4
>4 yr Degree 13.4

Cost of lodging
Per llay Per Person $$10 57.9

11-20 33.2
>20 9.1

Cost of Food Per
Day Per Person 1$10 73.1

>$10 26.9

State of Residence Alabama 30.3
Georgia 22.2
Florida 16.3
Other 31.2
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Table 4.Ib. Socio-liconomic and Demographic Descrip-
tion of Sample (NJ, N = 595)

Sex Male 52.9%
Female 47.2

Age <20 10.9
20-29 25.8
30-39 23.5
40-49 19.8
50-59 15.4

__60 4.5>

Distance
Traveled <50 Miles 27.5

51-150 58.4
151-300 8.9
301-600 4.1
>600 1.1

Mode of
Travel Car 8(>.9

Plane .3
Ikts 2.4
Other 10.4

Length of
Stay 1 1 Week 65.1

> 1 Week 34.9

Visited Interview
Site Before No 9.7

Yes 91.3

Plan to Visit
Interview Site
Again No 3.1

Yes 96.9

Visit Other
Beaches No 44.2

Yes 59.7

Activities
Mentioned Swim 62.1

Fish 3.9

'
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Table 4.1b. (cont. )

Sun 53.4%
Dive 1.1
Boat 2.2
Socialize 3.4
Other Active 21.9
Other Inactive 42.8

Favorite Place for
Weekend Visit Beach 61.5

Other 38.5

Favorite Place for
Vacation Beach 61.0

Other 39.0

Income No Response 9.7
<$7,500 8.3

- 7,500-14,999 20.0
- 15,000-24,999 37.5

25,000-49,999 19.0
>50,000 5.3

Education Iligh School 25.3
Trade School 7.3
Sone Collcge 19.4
2-yr Degree 5.4
4-yr Degree 21.5
>4 yr Degree 16.7
No Response 4.4

Cost of lodging
Per Day Per Person <$10 69.4

>$10 30.6

Cost of Food Per
Day Per Person <$10 75.5

>$10 24.5

State of Residence Pennsylvania 42.8
New Jersey 41.8
New York 6.9
Other 8.5

D 37
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Table 4.lc. Socio-liconomic and I)cmographic Description of Sanple
(CC, N=569)

Sex Male 54.9%
Female 45.1

Age <20 7.4
20-29 28.6
30-39 23.7
40-49 24.2
50-59 9.9
360 6.0

Distance
Traveled <50 Miles 15.8

31-150 44.5
151-300 27.0
301-600 8.5
>600 4.1

Mode of
Travel Car 90.6

Plane 1.1
Bus 1.1
Other 7.3

1.cngth of
Stay <1 Week 59.5

Tl Week 40.5

Visited Interview
Site Before No 24.7

Yes 75.3

Plan to Visit
Interview Site
Again No 6.6

Yes 93.4

Visit Other
Beaches No 13.9

Yes 86.1

Activities
hk'ntioned Swim 68.0

Fish 2.5
Sun 50.6
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Table 4.lc. (cont.)

Dive 3. 4 *.
Boat 2.3
Socialize 3.9
Other Active 17.3
Other Inactive 45.0

l'avorite Place for
Weekend Visit Beach 60.1

Other 39.9

1:avorite Place for
Vacation lleach 59.9

Other 40.1

Income No Response 4.4
'$7,500 5.1
7,500-14,999 21.6
15,000-24,999 35.6.

.
25,000-49,999 28.0
>50,000 5.0

.

I! ducat ion liigh School 14.2
Trade School 4.1
Some Col 1ene 18.1
2-yr Degree 10.6
4-yr Degree 22.7
>4-yr Ibgree 26.9
No Response 3.5

Cost of Indging Per
Day Per Person <$10 69.4

> 10 30.6

Cost of Food Per
Day Per Person <$10 67.3

> 10 32.7

State of Residence Massachusetts 57.8
Connecticut 11.1
New York 9.5
Other 21.6
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Tabic 4.Id. Socio-Economic and Demographic Description of
Sample (S Fla., N=550)

Sex bble 52.2's
Fennle 47.8

Age <20 11.8
20-29 35.3
30-39 16.8
40-49 15.7
50-59 11.5
>60 8.9

,

Distance Traveled <50 Miles 39.5
51-150 4.0
151-300 2.7
301-600 6.9
>600 46.8

,

bbde of Travel Car 81.0
'

Plane 14.3 -

Other 4.7

Length of Stay <1 Week 71.8
T1 Week 28.2

Visited Interview
Site Before No 30.7

Yes 69.3

Plan to Visit
Interview Site Again No 3.5

Yes 96.5

Visit Other Beaches No 29.9
Yes 70.1

Activities Bbntioned Swim 61.8
Fish 3.9
Sun 63.1
Boat 3.6
Socialize 7.3
Other Active 27.5
Other Inactive 37.7

Favorite Place for
Weekend Visit Beach 44.8

other 55.2
4
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Tabic 4.1d. (cont.)

Favorite Place for
Vacation Beach 51.6%

Other 48.4

Income No Response 8.2
<$7,500 10.0
7,500-14,999 29.6
15,000-24,999 32.1
25,000-49,999 15.3
>50,000 4.7

Education liigh School 39.6
Trade School 6.5
Some College 18.2
2-yr Degree 13.1
4-yr ikgree 12.5
>4-yr llegree 10.0

Cost of Iodging-

'

Per Day Per Person <$10 81.7
> 10 18.3

Cost of Food Per
Day Per Person <$10 87.2

> 10 12.8

Place of Residence Florida C.6
Canada 8.1
Ohio 7.2
New York 4.2
Other 35.9
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Results of the pilot study mentioned earlier (Baker f, West,
1976) had suggested that beach choice tends to be a habitual
behavior. That is, when asked "hhy do you come to this par-
ticular beach?", at Icast a third of the respondents made
statements such as "I have always come here." In addition, a
large percentage of the respondents reported previous visits
to the interview location. The result. af the present study
clearly confirmed this result: Over 90% of the respondents
at all sites expected to retura in the future. 'lhese data
suggest that beachgoers tend 20 return to the same location
year after year so long as their experience is satisfactory.
Further, data from the panama City site (north Florida) suggest
that individuals may also have a substantial tolerance for at
least occasional " tainted" experiences at their favorite beach
site. During the interview period, a beach restoration pro-
ject was carried out at the north Florida location. This pro-
ject dirtied the water and beach noticeably and was visibic
from several areas; many respondents spontaneously mentioned it
as a nuisance. Despite this disruption, 96% of the interviewees
still planned to return to the same beach area in the future.

The data also indicated that the respendents at least occasion,11y -

visited other beaches. Slightly over 50% of the respcWo at
the New Jersey and north Florida sites indicated that they
visit other beaches, while 85% of the Cape Cod respondents and
70% of the south Florida respondents also go to other beaches.
Across all locations, 501-60% of the respondents indicated that
the beach was their favorite place for a weekend recreational
trip or vacation.

Swinming and sunbathing were the most frequently mentioned beach
activities at all sites. Over half the respondents do go into
the water to swim; relatively few people fish. Some of the res-
pondents indicated that they also engaged in other active social
functions (17% to 28t) and/or other inactive social fwactions
(28% to 45%) while at the beach.

Th7 measures of socioeconomic status did indicate some differences
among the four sites primarily in tenns of education. The
family incomes were generally comparable with most respondents'
families carnings over $15,000 annually. Cape Cod had a slightly
larger percentage of visitors in the $25,000-$50,000 category.
Larger differ < .ces emerged with respect to education: 49.6% of
the Cape Cod respondents, 38.2% of the New Jersey respondents,
30.8% of the north Florida respondents, and 22.5% of the south
Florida respondents had completed at Icase a four-year college
degree. Finally, spending on food and lodging was generally
comparable at the four sites.
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Response to Offshore Siting (Tables 4.2a, b, c, d)

All respondents at the north Florida, south Floirda, and Cape
Cod sites were presented with the hypothetical scenario of a
nuclear power plant being located offshore. The spmific ques-
tions that were enployed are presented in Appendix A, Section VII.
1he responses of the three interview groups were very similar.
At its closest possible point to the shore, an offshore facility
prompted 22.8% to 26.5% of the respondents to indicate that
they would not return to the beach. For all three sites, the
form of the distance decay curve is well approximated by a
negative exponential function. The number of persons who indi-
cated that they would be affected by the presence of the facility
decreased sharply as the distance to the facility increased.
The Cape Cod visitors were slightly more affected at the closest
point than beachgoers at the two Florida sites, but they and
the south Florida visitors were slightly less affected when the
plant was further away.

'lhe direct wording of this question has the advantage of per-
mitting a direct estimate of the percentage of subjects who
believe that they would no longer visit the site if a floating-

nuclear plant were located at some distance away. Ilowever, the
direct wording of the question has two disadvantages: (a) It
does not require that the respondent consider the costs involved
(e.g. , finding new accomodations, travel time, unfamiliarity)
in traveling to another location. 1his disadvantage would lead
to an overestimation of the percentage of respondents who would
avoid the site if forced to make an actual choice. (b) The
direct wording of the questions could tend to lead to demand
characteristics (Orne,1962) such that some respondents would
attempt to give a socially desirable response rather than the
response that they believed they would actually make in the
situation. This disadvantage may lead to an overestimation
of the percentage of the respondents who would avoid the beach
site if the reactor were located at the nearest point. Pecause
of the structure of the question, it is difficult to estimate
the direction of bias, if any, when the floating nuclear facility
was to be located at more distant points. Note that the infor-
mation-integration tasks to be described below minimize these
two problems although they do not permit a direct estimate of
the percentage of subjects who believe they would avoid the
beach if a nuclear facility were sited offshore.

A related problem is that nearly all respondents had not given
prior consideration to floating nuclear power plants. Because
of time constraints on the interview, the respondents could not
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Table 4.2a. Percent of Sample hho Indicated Unwillingness to
Return to Beach if Reactor Were Sited Offshore
(N Fla, N=596)

Distance to Reactor
(3 miles offshore in all cases) Percent Affected

Directly Offshore 22.8%
Five bliles Downshore 17.3
Ten hiiles Downshore 15.0
Twenty-five h!iles Downshore 10.7
Fifty bliles Ibwnshore '' 6.

Talle 4.2b. Percent of Sample hho Indicated Unwillingness to
Return to Beach if Reactor Were Sited Offshore
(CC, N=569)

.

Distance to Reactor Percent Affected

Directly Offshore 26.5
Five 5111es Downshore 14.9
Ten htiles Downshore 10.0
Twenty-five 51iles Downshore 7.2
Fifty Stiles Downshore 3. 7

Tabic 4.2c. Percent of Sample hhu Indicated Unwillingness to
Return to Beach if Reacter Were Sited Offshore
(S Fla., N=550)

Distance to Reactor
(3 miles offshore in all cases) Percent Affected

Directly Offshore 23.1
Five Stiles Downshore 10.2
Ten bliles Downshore 7.1
Twenty-five htiles Downshore 6.9
Fifty h!iles Downshore 4.4
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Table 4.2d. l'ercent of Sample hho Indicated Unwillingness to
Return to Beach if Reactor Were Sited Offshore
(NJ, N=551)

Location and Distance to Reactor l'ercent Affected

Ocean City (22 mi.) (N=70) 5 . 7 *,

Margate City (17 mi.) (N=80) 5.3
Atlantic City (13 mi.) (N=115) 12.2
Ilrigantine (8.5 mi.) (N=81) 7.4
Beach llaven (5 mi.) (N=91) 18.7
Surf City (13 mi.) (N=92) 5.4
Barnegat Light (20 mi.) (N=22) 18.2

.
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be given a period of time to consider possible effects of float-
ing nuclear plants and effects of relocating to another beach
area. Recent evidence (e.g. , petty, Wells, f Brock,1976)4

suggests that a person's final attitude upon encountering new
infonnation is directly related to the amount of time the res-
pondent spends thinking about the positive and about the nega-
tive aspects of the issue. It is likely that many people would
initially focus on safety and aesthetic concerns when presented
with infonnation about floating nuclear reactors near their
own beach. Consequently, their attitudes should be somewhat
more negative than they would be later when they had a chance
to think about the costs involved in visiting an alternative
beach site. There is also evidence th t suggests that to the
extent that the respondent has thought about the issues in-
volved, the higher the relationship between his attitudes and
his actual behavior (cf. Cartwright, 1949; Snyder and Swann,
1976). Finally, learning about the possibility that a nuclear
facility may be located near one's favorite beach may lead to
an emotional response by the respondent. Emotional reactions
to connunications often lead to initial intentions to change
behavior; however, in the absence of further information, these
intentions grow weaker, and the ntunber of people who actually
change their behavior is small relative to the number who ini-
tially intended to change their behavior (sec !.ever. thal,1970).
1hese considerations lead to the conclusion that the direct
avoidance figures overestimate the number of people who will
no longer go to beach sites adjacent to an offshore nuclear
faci l i ty.

The New Jersey respondents received the direct avoidance ques-
tion with a different formulation. Specifically, they were in-
fonned that the New Jersey public Service Electric and Gas
Company planned to build a floating nuclear facility three miles
off the coast of Little Egg Inlet (see Appendix A, Section VIII
for exact wording). They were then asked if they would go to
the specific beach at which they were being interviewed if the
facility were built. This wording has the advantage of forcing
respondents to consider a realistic rather than hypothetical
situation: its primary disadvantage is that only one response
is obtained from each person. Because of this disadvantage,
the sample size for each New Jersey site is considerably smaller,
leading to somewhat poorer reliabilities (see Appendix C).

The data from the New Jersey sites were generally consistent with
that from the other three sites (see Table 4.2d). The largest
differences were the 18.2% who indi ated an unwillingness to
return to Barnegat Light (20 miles away) and the 7.4% who indi-
cated an unwillingness to return to Brigantine (8.5 miles away).
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Note that the Barnegat Light estimate is considerably more un-
reliable than the other New Jersey sites: The 18.2% avoidance
figure is based on a sagle of only 22 people. No explanation
can be offered from the present data for the low avoidance
figure at Brigantine. For the other New Jersey beaches, the
distance decay curve was consistent with those obtained using
hypothetical situations at the two Florida and Cape Cod sites.
The New Jersey data do suggest that local media coverage of
the planning and approval of the Atlantic Generating Station
have had little effect on the respondents' intended future
utilization of adjacent beach sites. Ilowever, there was no
evidence of substantially greater knowledge or awareness of
nuclear facilities in general or floating nuclear generating
stations in particular in New Jersey than at the other three
sites.

One interesting consideration is where beachgoers who are
deterred from returning to a beach by a floating nuclear generat-
ing station would relocate. For example, if an individual in-
dicated that five miles to the reactor is too close but ten

.
miles is acceptable, he may simply relocate at the nearest site
in the same beach area that is ten or more miles from the reactor.

Impact of Nuclear Regulatory Commission Approval

'1he impact of Nuclear Regulatory Commission hearings on a pro-
posed floating nuclear plant and attendant media publicity are
likely to have two effects. (1) Individuals will become more
aware of the proposed location of the FNP and perhaps other
nuclear facilities. The greatest media attention is likely to
be in the local area; media in more distant areas are likely to
give less publicity to the proposed power plant. Thus, the
direct media impact on tourists will probably be small relative
to that on the local population. (2) The extensive hearing and
licensing process of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will be
publicized. Some respondents will become aware of the safety
certification review by the Nu: lear Regulatory Commission.

In order to assess the impact of knowledge of safety certifi-
cation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, respondents at
the four sites who had indicated that they would avoid a beach
with an offshore nuclear generating facility were briefly in-
formed of the safety certification by the Commission. They
were then asked if they still intended to evoid the beach (see
Appendix A, Sections VII and Vill for specific wording). As
indicated in Table 4.3, between 40.3?, and 50% of the respondents
at the four interview sites who had previously indicated an
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Table 4.3. Impact of NRC Approval of Offshore Siting on
Respondents Initially Indicating Avoidance

NW Fla M7 CC S Fla
(N=160) (N=156) (N=197) (N=154)

Would Not
Change Decision 56.9% 50.0% 58.3% 59.7%

Would Change
Decision 43.1% 50.0% 41.6% 40.3%

.

Tabic 4.4. Preference for Location of Coastal Reactor

NW Fla MJ CC S Fla
(N=596) (N=585) (N=564) (N=541)

Onshore 8.6% 5.5% 10.6% 10.8%

offshore 35.8% 33.8% 37.9% 42.3%

No Preference 54.4% 54.2% 48.8% 41.3%

Don't Know 1.2% 6.3% 2.7o 5. 6 %
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unwillingness to return to the beach changed their intended
behavior. The response to this question has two important
implications: (1) It highlights the general impermanence of
the original avoidance responses reported in the previous sec-
tion, and (2) it indicates a lack of public awareness about
Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensing procedures, suggesting
that increased awareness could reduce avoidance of beaches with
FNP's appreciably.

'lhe degree to which awareness of NRC licensing procedures would
exist among beach patrons after siting of a FNP is unknown, but
the following points should be considered. Incal residents
who are aware of the plant are likely also to be aware of the
hearing and licensing procedures preceding construction of the
plant. Awareness among tourists is more difficult to infer.
Distance of the tourist's residence from the vacation beach
area, frequency of the visitor's trips to the area, length of
stay during visits, and visibility of the FNP from the beach
being visited are likely to influence the tourist's awareness
of the plant and attendant licensing procedures. Given the

- lengthy period of time during which the licensing stages pass
(in fact the licensing hearings for plant operation will pro-
bably continue after construction of the breakwater has begun)
and the fact that the great majority of beach-goers are return
visitors, many (if not most) tourists will have visited the
beach area during the period of time that licensing publicity
is not uncommon and may very well become aware of it. In
short, there is reason to expect that if an individual is aware
of the FNP he is likely to be aware of the licensing publicity
preceding or accompanying it.

Locational Preference (Onshore vs. Offshore)

One potentially valuable source of information about the impact
of future offshore nuclear plants is data from currently exist-
ing onshore plants. Indeed, Chapter 5 on analogous sites pre-
sents a discussion of these data. However, before such data
are utilized, it is important to demonstrate that people do not
have safety, aesthetic, and other concerns that Icad them to
have a distinct preference for onshore siting. Consequently,
all respondents were asked to state their overall preference
for onshore vs. offshore siting (see Appendix A, Sections VII
and VIII for specific wording). As shown in Tabic 4.4, many
respondents did not express a preference for onshore vs. off-
shore siting. For those who did express a preference (39.9%
to 53.1%), the offsFore location was c1carly preferred (over
75% at all sites). This suggests that the impact of offshore
nuclear reactors may be comparable to or slightly less than
that of onshore reactors.
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Infomation-Integration Tasks:
Relative Importance of Beach Attributes

The information-integration tasks provide important supplemen-
tal data to that considered in the previous sections. The in-
formation-integration tasks force the respondents to make trade-
offs between the particular variables under consideration.
'Ihrough this method, the relative importance of the variables
in determining the desirability of a beach location may be es-
timatcd.

As explained in the preceding chapter, three different infor-
mation-integration tasks were used in the present investigation.
First, the " Buff" form assessed the relative importance of prox-
imity to an offshore nuclear reactor of the beach and three
beach characteristics in determining the desirability of beaches.
The three beach characteristics employed were cleanliness, faci-
lities, and crowding.

Second, the distance the person has to travel from his home to '

the beach site is likely to be an important determinant of
beach choice (cf. Olsson,1965). The " Blue" form allowed esti-
mation of the relative importance of the proximity of the reactor
to the beach and the distance from home to the beach as deter-
minants of beach desirability. In addition, this data permits
us to assess whether the impact of the proximity to the reactor
on beach desirability would differ as a function of the dis-
tance from the respondent's home to the beach.

Third, ene large scale, centralized alternative to nuclear gene-
rating stations is coal-burning plants. Since coastal coal-
burning plants also may pose a threat to beach visitation, the
relative impact of these two types of plants on adjacent beaches
was assessed with the " Yellow" form. Note that as a result of
difficulties in presentation, both the coal facility and the
nuclear facility were described as being located onshore. As
noted in a previous section, most respondents either had no
preference between onshore vs. offshore nuclear facilities or
prefered that they be offshore. Consequently, the present de-
sign may slightly overestimate the iapact of an offshore nu-
clear plant relative to an onshore coal plant on the desirability
of adjacent beaches.

Another approach to assessing the relative importance of beach
characteristics and proximity of an offshore nuclear reactor
was utilized in the " Goldenrod" form. This fom utilizcd a
technique which has the advantage of allowing the respondent
to make judgments of beach desirability without constraining
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The variables that he considers in naking his choice. However,
this technique has three disadvantages in the present case.
(1) The utilization of real world information, in this case
photographs of the beach sites, almost always implies that
some of the variables will be highly correlated increasing the
error of estimate for the magnitude of effect oE the variables.
For example, across all of the beach sites, cleanliness and
crowding would probably be correlated.

(2) Predictor variables that are not identified by the investi-
gator will contribute to the subjects' judgments of the desira-
bility of the beach, thus lowering the percentage of variance
that is accounted for. Some of these predictor variables may
be actual determinants of beach attractiveness for all or for
a subset of the respcndents, but which are outside the analysis
(e.g., wave height). Others may be irrelevant characteristics
of the beach that are salient in the particular sample photo-
graphs (e.g., an unusually unattractive person who happened to
be prominent in the photographs), but which would not affect
the person's ratings of attractiveness if they were able to

" view the entire beach rather than a small sample of it (cf.
Ross, 1977). The two disadvantages discussed above are intrin-
sic to the technique.

- (3) A final disadvantage in the present situation was that ratings
of the beach characteristics under consideration (crowding,
cleanliness, facilities, and extent of development) could not
be obtained from the respondents themselves as a result of time
constraints on the interview. Consequently, ratings of beach
characteristics had to be obtained fro... a sample of students.
This presents two potential problems: (a) The students may
have different criteria for judging the beach characteristics
than the actual respondents at the site. However, if the stu-
dents' ratings can be assumed to be monotonically related to
those that would have been made by the actual respondents, this
problem is minimized (cf. Dawes f, Corrigan,1974). (b) Res-
pondents would vary in their perception of beach attributes.
For example, one respondent might consider a beach very crowded
while another would consider it only moderately crowded. How-
ever, only the median of the studentd ratings was used to
characterine the particular attribute of the beach site. Thus,
while the median of the student ratings may adequately charac-
terize the average of the actual respondents' ratings of the
attributes of the beach, it does not account for the variability
of the respondents' ratings about the median rating. The re-
sult of this procedure is that considerable error of estimate
is introduced into the ratings of the beach characteristics.
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Information-Integration Tasks (Results)

Buff Form-There was slight variation among the four interview
sites with regard to which attributes are most important in
detennining beach attractiveness, but in all cases proximity
of an offshore reactor was least important of the variables
considered (Tables 4.5a, d, c, d, e, f ). Two separate analyses
were performed, and both sets of results are presented. Tables
4.5a an:1 L summarize the analysis of variance. To indicate the
relative importance of the beach attributes, the proportion of
total main effect sim, of squares accounted for by each of the
attributes is presented. At all four sites litter is most im-
portant, followed by facilities, crowding, and distance to
re,ctor, with reactor proximity being far less important than
litter and facilities.

Tables 4.Sc, d, e, and f indicate similar results obtained
through multiple linear regression analysis. The trends are
the same, but the differences in relative importance (indicated
by the standardized regression coefficients) of the attributes -

are less pronounced. The primary reason for the interval in-
consistency between the two methods is that regression analysis
gives an estimate of the linear relationship between the
variables, where's analysis of variance can detect both linear
and non-linear relations. Since beach attractiveness increases
logarithmically (rather than linearly) with distance of the
beach from an offshore reactor, it is not surprising that the
results obtained using the two techniques would disagree to
some extent. The relative magnitudes of the importance of
the beach attributes indicated by the analysis of variance
should be considered more valid than the regression results.
The regression data is presented for two reasons: 1) some
readers may be more familiar with regression analysis than with
analysis of variance, and 2) to provide a lower-bound (conser-
vative) estimate of the relative importance of beach characteris-
tics. (Bath of the statistical procedures, along with all
others presented in the report, are described in Appendix C.)

The most likely implication of this data is that most respon-
dents would probably not be deterred from visiting their favorite
beach by an offshore reactor unless another beach having the
attributes they value were available.
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Table 4.5a. Analysis of Variance Data, Buff Packet: Proportion
of Main Effect Sum of Squares Accounted for by
Each Independent Variable (N's = 60) *

Site

Variable N Fla XJ CC S Fla

Litter .46 .45 .52 .42

Crowding .13 .17 .17 .10

Facilities .39 .30 .28 .44

Distance from
Reactor .01 .08 .04 .04

.

.

*

.

.

* "e" should be read "approximately equal to."

"
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Table 4.5b. Analysis of Variance Data, Buff Packet:
Main Effect Marginal Means (20 pts max.)

Site Variables and Levels P

Cleanliness

Unlittered Littered

PC 9.59 5.03 .00001
NJ 9.01 4.96 .00001
CC 9.35 5.28 .00001
S Fla 10.84 6.74 .00001

Crowding

Moderate Very

PC 3.54 6.08 .00001
NI 8.23 5. 74 .00001 -

CC 8.47 6.16 .00001 -

S Fla 9.77 7.82 .003
.

Facilities

Good Poor

PC 9.40 5.22 .00001
NJ 8.64 5.33 .00001
CC 8.81 5.82 .00001
S Fla 10.87 6.71 .00001

Distance from FNP (in miles)

5 10 25 50

PC 6.69 7.29 7.45 7.81 .002
NJ 5.81 6.76 7.22 8.14 .00001
CC 7.26 6.87 6.89 8.25 .13
S Fla 7.86 8.55 9.31 9.44 .295
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Table 4.5c. Multiple Regression Data, Buff Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(NW Fla, N = 59)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P

Litter .40 .22 .001
Crowding .22 .04 .271
Facilities .37 .25 .001
Distance from
Reactor .06 .02 .617

Table 4. 5d. Multiple Regression Data, Buff Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(NJ, N = 58)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P_

Litter .34 .22 .001
CrowJing .21 .06 .165
Facilities .28 .19 .001
Distance from
Reactor .13 .08 .058

Table 4.Se. Multiple Regression Data, Buff Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(CC, N = 53)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coef ficient P

Litter .20 .11 .023
Crowding .12 .13 .012
Facilities .15 .07 .154
Distance from
Reactor .04 .03 .474
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Table 4.Sf. Multiple Regression Data, Buff Packet

Dependent Variabic: Beach Attractiveness
(S Fla, N = 52)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Sinple r Coefficient P

Litter .14 .06 .214
Crowding .07 .06 .275
Facilities .14 .12 .024
Distance
Reactor .04 .07 .143
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Goldenrod Form. As feared, high intercorrelations (r's up to .92)
did in fact exist among attributes of the beaches shown in the
photographs. Thus, the multiple regression analysis was of no
use for inferring the relative importance of the beach attri-
butes. Inconsistencies also appeared in the data from site
to site, probably attributable to the practice of employing attri-
bute ratings from one sample to beach ratings of another sample.

Table 4.6 summarizes certain descriptive data which may be of
some use, however. It presents the mean beach ratings (on a
20-point scale) for beaches without a FNP and the mean rating
for the same groups of beaches with a FNP offshore. Distance
to the FNP varied among beaches at a particular site. At the
Panama City site, for example, the FNP was one, two, six, nine,
11, and 16 miles from the six beaches, respectively. At New
Jersey the hypothetical FNP was located at the proposed AGS
site. The table indicates that average beach attractiveness
decreased between .89 and 1.45 points upon introduction of
the FNP.

In view of two considerations, the decrease can be viewed as
,

quite small, although no known behavioral interpretation of
the 20-point scale is availabic: 1) The standard deviations
of the beach ratings suggest that the with-without FNP varia-
tion was slight compared to overall variation in beach ratings
stemming from all attributes. One may infer, for example,
that roughly two-thirds of the beach ratings ranged from one
standard deviation below the mean to one standard deviation
above the mean. 2) The without FNP-with FNP sequencing of
questions to the same respondent probably encouraged a nega-
tive reaction to the FNP.

Blue Form. Distance of a beach from one's home is also much
more important than proximity of the beach to an offshore nu-
cicar power plant (Tables 4. 7a , b , c , d , e , and f) . Differences
among the sites are small enough to be attributed to sampling
error. As with the Buff Form, both analysis of variance and
regression data are presented, but greater confidence should
be placed in Tables 4.7a and b.

Visual Impact of an Offshore Plant

Finally, the actual sight of a generating station three miles
offshore may clicit safety, aesthetic, or other concerns that
might not be raised if the station were not visible. An attempt
was made to assess the visual impact of the plant utilizing a
realistic photograph supplied by Offshore Power Systems. These
data were collected by directly asking the respondents if they

"
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Table 4.6. Goldenrod Data: Beach Ratings with and without
FNP's (N's ~ 60) (20.00 max.)

Beach Mean Beach Standard
Site Description Rating Deviation

PC without FNP 13.47 4.58
with FNP 12.58 5.42

NJ without FNP 12.08 5.48
with FNP 11.07 5.90

CC without ENP 12.63 4.35
with FNP 11.18 5.36

S Fla without FNP 11.23 5.50
with FNP 10.01 5.13

.

P

58
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Table 4.7a. Analysis of Variance Data, Blue Packet: Proportion
of Main Effect 5um of Squares Accounted for by
Each Independent Variable (N's ~ 60)

Site

Variable N Fla NJ CC S Fla

Distance from Home .83 .96 .96 .93

Distance from Reactor .17 .04 .04 .07

Table 4.7b. Analysis of Variance, Blue Packet:
Shin Effect Marginal Means (20 pts max.)

,

.

Site Variables and Levels P

Distance from Home (in miles)

150 400 800
5f)_

PC 13.37 12.39 9.11 6.14 .00001
NJ 12.38 9.13 4.57 2.80 .00001
CC 10.97 8.61 4.61 3.27 .00001
S Fla 12.69 11.06 9.07 8.19 .00001

Distance from FNP (in miles)

5 10 25 50

PC 8.40 9.76 11.14 11.73 .00001
NI 6.31 6.52 7.84 8.20 .001
CC 6.02 6.59 7.14 7.70 .02
S Fla 9.78 9.83 10.42 10.97 .54

7 59
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Table 4.7c. Multiple Regression Data, Blue Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(NW Fla, N = 57)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient .P-

Distance from
Ilome . <' 4 .38 .001

Distance from
Reactor .18 .23 .001

Table 4. 7d. Multiple Regression Data, Blue Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(NJ, N = 56)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coe fficient [

Distance from
llome .49 42 .001.

Distance from
Reactor .11 .17 .001

Table 4. 7e. Multiple Regression Data, Blue Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(CC, N = 57)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Sirple r Coefficient P

Distance from
Ilome .43 .39 .001

Distance from
Reactor .09 .13 .007
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Table 4. 7f. Multiple Regression Data, Blue Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(S Fla, N = 56)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P_

Distance from
flome .16 14 .009

Distance from
Reactor .05 .07 .190

.

9
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would (a) go to the beach depicted in the photograph, (b) go
to the beach if there were a reactor located three miles off-
shore, and (c) go to the beach in a second photograph of the
same location, but which now depicted a generating station lo-
cated three miles offshore.

This direct questioning method has the advantage of giving a
direct estimate of avoidance rates. However, this method also
has a number of disadvantages. In particular, the problem of
demand characteristics (i.e. respondents might want to appear
agreeable to the interviewer and give the " correct" response)
might lead to an overestimtion of the magnitude of the visual
impact of the offshore plant. Additionally, because of the
large size of the photograph, the background had to be cropped
so that the photograph could be presented in the beach inter-
views. The plant therefore subtends a larger angle of the
visual field than it would in the actual situation. As a re-
sult, the plant appears larger than it would if it were ac-
tually located three miles offshore (cf. Gibson,1950: LeGrand,
1967). This overrepresentation of the visual prominence of
the plant in the photograph may lead to an overestimation of
its impact on avoidance.

As shown in Table 4.8, the proportion of the sample indicating
an unwillingness to visit the beach in the photograph after
being told only that there is a nuclear power plant three-
miles offshore is very similar to data obtained in the " Avoi-
dance" section of the interview. Impact in New Jersey seems
greater with regard to the photograph, but it is more diffi-
cult to compare to the " avoidance" data. It is also possible
that the beach in the photograph held less appeal for the New
Jersey respondents.

In any case, unwillingness to visit the beach increased after
seeing the artist's conception--4.2% in Cape Cod, 5.1% in
south Florida, 5.8*, in New Jersey, and 8.0% in north Florida.
Thur, the " avoidance" data may be low estimates. As noted
above, this is unlikely as a result of the problems of the
visual prominence of the reactor in the photographs and demand
characteristics of the direct question technique.

Information-Integration

Yellow Form. Proximity of either a coal or nuclear power plant
is more important than the type (coal or nuclear) of plant
(Tables 4. 9a , b , c , d , e , and f) . Both variables affected
beach desirability, but proximity to the potentially unaesthe-
tic or hazardous facility was consistently more important (by
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Table 4.8. Visual Impact of Plant: Percent of Sample Indicating
Unwillingness to Visit Beach with Offshore Plant

Nh' Fla NJ CC S Fla
(N=142) (N=138) (N=143) (N=117)

Before Seeing Photo 22.0 32.6 27.2 25.6

After Seeing Photo 30.0 38.0 31.4 30.7

.

,

'
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.iole 4.9a. Analysis of Variance Data, Yellow Packet: Proportion
of Main Effect Sum of Squares Accounted for by Each
Independent Variable (N's ~ 60)

Site

Variable N Fla NJ CC S Fla

Type of Plant .08 .02 .08 .01

Distance from
Plant .92 .98 .92 .99

Table 4.9b. Analysis of Variance Data, Yellow Packet:
.

Main Effect Marginal Means (20 pts max.)

Site Variables and Levels P

Type of Plant

Coal Nuclear

PC 7.34 9.27 .00001
NJ 8.37 9.18 .02
CC 8.75 10.62 .00001
S Fla 9.08 9.22 .86

Distance to Plant (in miles)

1 5 10 25 50 P

PC 3.55 6.30 8.35 10.51 12.80 .00001
NJ 4.10 6.69 8.81 10.99 13.27 .00001
CC 4.81 7.87 9.74 11.99 14.01 .00001
S Fla 4.63 6.94 8.97 11.49 13.73 .00001
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Table 4.9c. Multiple Regression Data, Yellow Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(N Fla, N = 60)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P

Distance to
Plant .46 .51 .001

Type of Plant .15 .20 .001

Table 4. 9d Multiple Regression Data, Yellow Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(NJ, N = 59)

- Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P

Distance to
Plant .44 .44 .001

Type of Plant .06 .06 .12

Tabic 4. 9e. Multiple Regression Data, Yellow Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(CC, N = 55)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P_

Distance to
Plant .40 .41 .001

Type of Plant .13 .14 .001
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Table 4. 9f. Multiple Regression Data, Yellow Packet

Dependent Variable: Beach Attractiveness
(S Fla, N = 50)

Standardized
Regression

Variable Simple r Coefficient P
-.

Distance to
Plant .24 .26 .001

Type of Plant .01 .03 .563

.

.
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a large margin) than what the facility actually was. Proximity
to the coal plant reduced beach desirability slightly more than
proximity to the nuclear facility. The implication is that
although a coastal nuclear plant may reduce beach attractive-
ness, a coastal coal plant in the same location may reduce
attractiveness by at least as much.

Energy Source Desirability

Response to an offshore nuclear plant might possibly be a func-
tion not only of the person's beliefs about the safety or aesthe-
tics of the particular plant, but also a function of his overall
attitude toward nuclear power relative to other sources of elec-
tric power. In all three interview sites, respondents clearly
preferred nuclear power to coal and oil, but their first choices
were solar and hydroelectric power (Tabic 4.10). This data will
be related to " avoidance" data in a subsequent section.

Safety Concerns Mentioned

, The respondents were asked to report any concerns they might
have regarding the safety of an offshore nuclear generating
facility (see Appendix A, Section IIA for exact wording of ques-.

tion). hhile some respondents did not express any concerns,
others voiced one or more concerns about the safety of an off-
shore facility. The most frequently mentioned concern was day-
to-day leakage of radioactivity (Table 4.11). Across all sites,
a nuclear explosion was a distant second in tems of mention;
there was, however, considerable variation from site to site.
Sabotage ranked relatively high at the north Florida site,
while storm damage ranked second at the New Jersey site. It

is likely that the specific concerns mentioned and the judg-
ment of their likelihood (see following section) reflect the
amount of exposure the respondent has had to this concern through
the media, personal experience, and discussion with others (cf.
Tversky T. Kahneman,1973). Note that in many cases the respon-
dent's exposure to the concern may not be representative of
the actual occurence of the event in the real world (Slovic,
Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein,1976).

Judgments about Various Ha::ardous Events
(Tabics 4.12a, b, c, d)

Likelihood. The respondents were asked to assume that there
was an operating nuclear reactor three miles directly offshore.
They were then asked to indicate the likelihood of occurence of
a number of potentially dangerous nuclear cnd non-nuclear events
(see Appendix A, Section IIA for exact wording).

1569 35667
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Table 4.10. Median Ratings of Overall Desirability of Alterna-
tive Energy Sources (20 points possible)
(N's ~ 150)

NW Fla NJ CC S Fla

Solar 17.8 19.0 18.9 16.8

Ilydro 16.2 15.4 15.9 16.8

Nuclear 14.7 12.4 13.9 14.8

Coal 8.0 9.8 9.3 9.5

011 7.2 9.6 9.7 7.1

.

D

%
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Tabic 4.11. Percent of Sample Mentioning Various Safety Concems
N's ~ 150

Concern N Fla y CC S Fla

Day-to-day leaks 16.9 30.0 22.9 14.2

Sabotage 4.1 2.0 .7 5.0

Transportation
Accident .7 1.3 2.1 .7

Core Meltdown 0.0 .7 0.0 2.1

Nuclear Explosion 8.1 3.3 2.8 5.7

Storm Damage .7 4.0 2.8 1.4

.

.

.
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Table 4.12a. Median Ratings of Various llazardous livents
(N Fla, N=148)

Overall
Likelihood Consequences Concern

Event (20 pts Max) (100,000 Max) (20 pts Max)

Day-to-day
leak 7.8 100 10.1

Sabotage 9.2 100 10.0

Transportation
Accident 9.6 25 9.8

Storm Damage 13.9 25 10.5

Overheating 8.5 250 13.0

Nuclear
Explosion 4.2 10,000 15.5 .

.

Ilurricane 19.8 100 11.7

Sharks 13.8 10 5.0

Oil Spill 11.8 1 9.8

Tornado 17.7 25 10.2
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Tabic 4.12b. Median Ratings of Various llazardous Events
(NJ,N=150)

Overall
Likelihood Consequences Concern

Event (20 pts Max) (100,000 Max) (20 pts Max)

Day-to-day
leak 8.8 250 12.4

Sabotage 9.7 1,000 10.2

Transportation
Accident 9.9 100 11.9

Storm Damage 11.8 100 14.3

Overheating 8.0 1,000 14.9
,

Nuclear Explosion 4.6 10,000 15.5

.

Ilurricane 19.5 50 7.8

Sharks 5.4 1 2.4

Oil Spill 15.0 1 10.5

Tornado 4.7 50 3.3
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Table 4.12c. Median Ratings of Various lla:ardous Events
(CC, N=144)

Overall
Likelihood Consequences Concern

Event (20 pts Max) (100,00 Max) (20 pts Max)

Day to-day
leak 5.3 500 10.3

Sabotage 7. 8 500 8.5

Transportation
Accident 10.0 50 10.3

Storm Damage 10.3 75 10.5

overheating 9.6 750 13.9
.

Nuclear Explosion 4.5 20,000 15.1

.

Ilurricane 19.6 25 9.7

Sharks 5.2 1 1.5

Oil Spill 14.9 1 10.0

Tornado 4.8 25 4.6
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Table 4.12d. Median Ratings of Various llazardous Events
(S Fla, N=141)

Overall
Likelihood Consequences Concern

Event (20 pts Max) (100,000 bbx) (20 pt.- bbx)

Day-to-day
leak 9.6 250 10.0

Sabotage 9.5 250 9.6

Transportation
Accident 9.9 25 9.7

Storm Damage 14.3 50 10.4

Overheating 9.6 250 13.2

- Nuclear
Explosion 4.7 10,000 16.0

*

.

.

Hurricane 19.5 100 10.1

Sharks 10.8 10 5.0

Oil Spill 14.1 1 10.3

Tornado 14.6 75 9.8
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The respondents rated the non-nuclear events as being more likely
than the nuclear events. At all four sites hurricane occurrence
was rated highest with respect to likelihood. Oil spills were
rated highly at all locations, being second in Massachusetts and
New Jersey. Second at the two Florida sites, h~ wever, was tor-o
nado, rating almost as highly as hurricanes in north Florida.
That figure may have been influenced by the respondent's per-
sonal experience with or hearing about tornado occurrences accom-
panying flurricane Eloise in 1975. Shark attacks were regarded
as extremely unlikely in Massachusetts and New Jersey.

The nuclear accident that was perceived to be most likely was
that resulting from storm damage; four other events--transpor-
tation accidents, sabotage, overheating, and day-to-day leaks--
were rated second and similar overall. A nuclear explosion,
an impossible event, was rated as being least likely. Interest-
ingly, only one of six responden's said this event would definitely
not happen, whereas three percent said c.n atomic explosion de-
finitely would happen.

Consequences
.

The previous section addressed the likelihood of events without
.

respect to the respondent's perception of the consequences of
the event if it did occur. For example, one respondent may per-
ceive a tornado to be likely to occur, but unlikely to seriously
injure or kill people. Another may perceive a tornado as being
unlikely to occur, but as having great consequences for human
life if it does occur. The present section of the questionnaire
sought to specify this second aspect of the respondent's safety
concerns: The consequences of the event for human life if it
did occur.

Nuclear events were perceived to have more severe consequences
for human life than non-nuclear events. The only exceptions
were in north Florida where a hurricane was viewed as more severe
than four of the six nuclear events and in south Florida where
hurricanes were judged more severe than two of the nuclear
events. At all sites, the nuclear explosion was considered to
be by far the most severe accident. Within the nuclear cate-
gory, other patterns were not apparent except that stonn damage
and transportation accidents were consistently rated low. Shark
attacks and oil spills were rated lowest at all sites.

Overall Concern

Finally, the respondents rated their overall concem about the
events. The overall concern presumably should reflect some
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combination of likelihood of occurrence and the consequences for
human life if the event did occur. For example, a highly likely
event with low consequences might lead to about as much concern
as a much less likely event with higher consequences. Data from
the north Florida site suggests that respondents differ widely
in the tradeoffs they are willing to make between perceived
likelihood and consequences of events in forming their overall
Concern.

The event causing greatest concern at all four sites was a nu-
clear explosion, followed by overheating. Nuclear events generally
generated greater concern than non-nuclear events. The primarv
exceptions were that in north Florida hurricanes were more worri-
some than four of the nuclear concerns, and at all four sites
oil spills were comparable to several of the nuclear events.
Sharks caused the least concern.

Knowledge (Table 4.13)

- There was little difference between sites with respect to know-
ledge, although the Cape Cod sample scored slightly higher.
The average number of correct responses was 2.8 out of six (Table

- 4.14). Guessing alone should have yielded an average of 1.5
correct. Although this difference is statistically significant,
it does indicate a low level of knowledge about nuclear power.

A substantial majority of the respondents were aware that uranium
is the fuel used in nuclear power plants (two-out-of-three to
three-out-of- four) . An even higher percentage recognized the
term " fission" as being associated with atomic power (up to 82%
in Cape Cod). About half the sample was aware that less than
10% of the electricity generated in the United States is nro-
duced by nuclear plants. Over one-third of the respondents
believed that between 20% and 55% of the power is nuclear. Fewer
than one-out-of-five of those interviewed knew that atomic waste
can remain radioactive for over 10,000 years. One-fourth thought
the maximum period was less than five years . The most commonly
indicated " worst possible accident" was a nuclear explosion,
with 39% to 46% of the sample so responding. Only 16% in south
Florida,17% at Cape Cod,19% in north Florida, and 21% in New
Jersey chose the correct response (core meltdown). Fewer than
half the respondents identified plutonium as a harmful by-pro-
duct of nuclear power plants. Of the six questions, this one
clicited the highest frequency of " don't know" responses.

|
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Tabic 4.13. General Knowledge about Nuclear Power (* denotes
correct response) (N's = 300)

Percent Responding

Question Response NN Fla NJ CC S Fla

Fuel Magnesium 6 3 6 8
Coal 4 3 3 8
Uranium * 67 72 75 67
Bauxite 13 2 2 2
Don't Know 11 20 14 15

Associated
Term Photosynthesis 6 3 4 6

Fission * 73 75 82 68
Gyroscope 5 4 3 6
Flouride 2 4 2 6
Don't Know 14 14 9 14

% of Electri-
city Generated 5-10% * 51 50 47 48 -

20-25 25 23 35 28
50-55 11 12 18 15
75-80 2 3 2 3
Don't Know 11 12 8 6

Max. Time
Naste Radio--

active <5 yrs 25 22 26 32
100 yrs 25 29 31 31
1000 yrs 8 13 10 10
>10,000 yrs * 22 16 16 17
Don't Know 21 20 17 10

Norst Accident Nuclear Explo-
sion 45 39 46 44

Core bbltdown* 19 21 17 16
Ruptured Fuel
Cell 17 12 14 20

Damaged Isotope 6 9 6 8
Don't Know 13 19 17 12

Ilarmful By-
Product Plutonium * 41 42 48 41

Bauxite 6 5 5 7
Barium 6 5 3 5
Ozone 16 16 15 27
Don't Know 30 32 30 20

1570 004
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Tabic 4.14. Median Score on Knowledge (Number of Correct Responses)

NK Fla 2.71

NJ 2.73

CC 2.97

S Fla 2.46

Table 4.15. Percent Aware of Nuclear Plants in Interview State
(N's - 300)

NK Fla 7. 6*o
.

,
XI 33.7%

~

CC 40.5%

S Fla 20. 4 *.

Table 4.16. Percent Aware of Nuclear Plants in Home State
(N's ~ 300)

.

NK Fla 4 5. 3*,

XI 53.0%

CC 58.1%

S Fla 52.5%
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Awareness of Operating Nuclear Plants

Only 7.6% of the north Florida visitors were aware that nuclear
power plants are currently operating in Florida, while 33.7%,
40.5% and 20.4% of the respondents in New Jersey, Cape Cod and
south Florida respectively, were aware that nuclear plants are
operating in those states (Table 4.15). The huge difference
between north Florida and the other sites is probably attri-
butable to the facts that more of the north Florida visitors
came from much farther away and the closest plant in Florida
is over 250 miles from the north Florida interview site. Thus,
they would have been exposed to less information about the
Florida reactors. Forty-five percent, 53%, 58% and 53% inter-
viewed in north Florida, New Jersey, Cape Cod and south Florida
respectively, were aware of operating reactors in their home
states (Table 4.16).

Confidence in Sources in Information
(Table 4.17)

If public attitude: and beliefs are to be changed via provision ,

of new information to alleviate misconceptions, the provider
of information should be more successful if he has higher cre- -

dibility with the receiver of the information. This is par- .

ticularly important when two adversarial groups provide com-
peting and apparently contradictory infomation. Confidence
ratings of groups which could be providers of information about
nuclear safety were consistent across interview sites. Uni-
versity scientists had highest credibility, followed by environ-
mentalists, government scientists, the NRC, utility companies,
news media, and elected officials.

Predictors of Response Data

Bivariate correlations, discriminant analyses, chi-square tests,
and measures of association were computed in search of variables
related to whether an individual would stop visiting a beach if
a nuclear power plant were sited directly offshore (Tables 4.18
and 4.19). The best predictors among "nrclear attitudinal"
variables were 1) overall desirability of nuclear power 2) con-
fidence in the NRC, 3) concern about nuclear safety, 4) per-
ceived likelihood of nuclear accidents. It is notable that
knowledge about nuclear power did not predict responses to off-
shore siting. There were differences across sites, and the
strongest relationship accounted for only 13% of the variance
in the dependent variable. Other variables tested--primarily
of a socio-economic, demographic, and vacation behavioral naturo--

|
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Table 4.17. Median Ratings of Confidence in Information
Sources (N's ~ 150)

Source NN Fla NJ CC S Fla

University Scientists 15.6 15.3 15.2 15.3

Environmentalists 13.6 14.7 12.5 14.8

Government Scientists 12.9 12.5 12.1 12.8

NRC 12.1 10.2 12.0 12.9

Utilities 9.9 9.7 9.6 10.2

News Media 9.7 10.0 9.6 9.8

Elected Officials 9.5 5.9 7.6 9.2
.

.

.
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Table 4.18. Correlations with Intention to Return to Beach with
Offshore Reactor *

N Fla XJ CC S Fla

Desirability of Nuclear
Power r= . 36 r=.03 r= . 35 r=.27
(N's = 150) (p=.001) (p=.37) (p=.001) (p=.001)

Confidence in NRC r=.26 r=.10 r=.20 r=.19
(N's = 150) (p=.001) (p=.12) (p=.007) (p=.016)

Knowledge about Nuclear
Power r=.08 r= .03 r=.03 r=.02
(N's = 300) (p=.09) (p=.17) (p=.18) (p=.20)

Concern About Nuclear
Safety r= .13 r= .16 r=.11 r= .01
(N's = 150) (p=.06) (p=.03) (p=.10) (p=.45)

.

Subjective Likelihood
'

of Nuclear Events r= .19 r=.13 r=,22 r=.14
(N's = 150) (p=.01) (p=.06) (p=.004) (p=.05)

Subjective Severity of
Nuclear Events r= .05 r=.01 r= .18 r= .27

(N's = 3 50) (p=.26) (p=.46) (p=.02) (p=.001)

*0nly correlations with p < .05 are conventionally accepted as
being statistically reliabTe.
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Table 4.19 Chi-Square Probabilities for Selected Variables with
Intention to Return to Beach with Offshore Nuclear
Reactor *

N Fla N.I CC S Fla
(N's n-596 ) (,N's =550) (N's = 540) (N's = 530)

Beach Location p(X )=.16 .02 .87 .49

Sex .01 .94 .02 .01

Age .48 .61 .48 .67

Length of Stay .49 .37 .85 .13

Visited Beach
Before .41 .99 .73 .72

, Will Return .45 .49 .96 .88

Visits Other
Beaches .07 .36 .58 .59

Favorite Place for
Weekend .55 .63 .72 .99

Income .17 .39 .39 .08

Education .11 .01 .73 .07

Residence (Local /
Out-o f-Town) .67 .38 .91 .44

*0nly associations with p < .05 are conventionally accepted as
being statistically reliabTe.

I 1570 00981



did not predict well. Sex was related at three sites, and edu-
cation played a role in two sites. Although those relationships
exist, they are very weak, the largest measure of association
(Goodman G Kruskal's Lambda) heing only .05. 'Ihere was no dif-
ference in responses between local residents and out-of-town
visitors.
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Chapter 5

Analogous Situations

If there are cases where potentially hazardous or aesthetically
unpleasing facilities analogous to offshore nuclear power plants
have been sited in places where they have had the potential to
disrupt tourism at beach areas, those situations should be re-
levant to the problem at hand. There are situations having a
number of similarities, but the problem is finding cases with
adequate similarity and which also have adequate data.

The preferable data would be suitable for time series analysis.
One would plot the tourism figures for several years both before
and after introduction of the facility analogous to the off-

ishore nuclear plants and look for a change in the slope of t
plot after the time that the facility was introduced. Figure.
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 represent three hypothetical situations. In

- the first there is an immediate drop in tourism, but the same
growth rate resumes and the pre-facility 1cvel of tourism is
eventually reached. Figure 5.2 represents a scenario in which

- tourism is immediately enhanced by the facility. In the final

figure, the facility has no immediate apparent effect on the
number of tourists, but the subseqt.ent rate of growth in tourism
is lower than that of the pre-facility period. Of course, there
are other possibilities also.

A key condition necessary for inferring causality, however, is
a " control" site. There could conceivably be changes in other
factors affecting tourism, thus confounding one's ability to
assess the true cause of a change in tourism. A control would
consist of other tourist sites exactly the same as the study
site except introduction of the facility. Thus if the same
changes in tourism are observed at both the study site and the
control sites, it is likely that the change in tourism is not
attributable to the facility. On the other nand, if the same
change does not occur at both sites, the difference is probably
attributable to the facility.

Thus, ideal conditions for analogues are the following: 1) coastal
communities having commercial tourism activity, 2) siting of a
facility analogous to offshore nuclear power plants. (As stated
in the third chapter, it .eas decided that the best existing
analogy would be a coastal nuclear power plant near a tourist-
oriented beach. The greatest deficiency in this analogy is
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the absence of the offshore location of the floating nuclear
plants. He coastal nuclear power plant should be visible
from at least part of the beach, and beach-goers should be
aware of the existence of the nuclear facility.), 3) before-
after commercial tourism data for periods of time sufficient
for obtaining reliable estimates of the slopes of tourism-
over-time plots and the variance of the slopes, and 4) con-
trol sites meeting the same conditions.

These ideal conditions are probably not satisfied by any exist-
ing situations, but four cases bearing certain similarities to
the offshore reactor / tourism problem were investigated. The
preceding discussion should serve as a guide to recogni::ing
inadequacies in the situations described below.

St. Lucie, Florida

St. Lucie units one and two are located on liutchinson Island,
a barrier island facing the Atlantic Ocean across the Indian
River from Ft. Pierce, Florida (see Figure 3.1). The reactor
facilities are located on the " river" side of the island on
Big Mud Creek, but the reactor complex, including the dis-,

charge and intake structures and the discharge and recircula-
tion canals, extends to the Atlantic Beach. There is con-
siderable beach recreation at nearby beaches, but development
is not highly commercial. Due to the brief period of operation
of the St. Lucie Plant (since 12/76), no systematically-collected
before-after tourism data is available.

It should be noted, however, that beginning date of commercial
operation may not be entirely significant. The period of con-
struction and testing of the nuclear plant may affect public
visitation at the beach also. For frequent visitors to the
beach the construction and testing phase may provide a period
of acclimation to the plant.

To obtain individuals' impressions of the plant and its effect
on recreational activity at nearby beaches, 104 beach-goers
were interviewed at locations ranging from places within view
of the St. Lucie fence to a distance of approximately seven
miles away, including Jensen Beach and Stuart Beach. (See
Appendix B for items used in the interviews). Almost all the
respondents (93) lived in the local area. This fact distin-
guishes them from tourists, which is both good and bad. The
disadvantage is that tourists may react differently than local
residents, primarily because the locals' community is deriving
benefits from the plant due to an expanded tax base and employment.
Rus they may be more tolerant of the plant. Of course residents
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may also perceive negative aspects of the plant which may not
affect tourists, in which case the residents may be less tolcr-
ant of the plant. The advantage is that local residents are
more likely to be familiar with the plant's exiatence and more
likely to be aware of any impacts the plant has had on beach
recreation. The latter point is important due to the fact
that individuals avoiding the beach because of the reactor
could not be interviewed.

In fact 96 of the 104 people knew about the plant, and only
seven said that it had ever affected their decision to visit
the beach, having made them more reluctant about going. It

should be obvious that the interview-at-the-beach procedure
does not reach individuals who stay away from the beach be-
cause of the reactor. Of the 104 people interviewed, however,
only five said they knew anvone personally who no longer visited
the beach because of the plant. Five people also said they
believed the reactor kept "many" people away. Thirteen res-
pondents indicated a belief that the plant actually attracted
people to the beach (due to perceived improvement in fishing
and surfing).

In addition to the 104 interviews reported above, representa-
tives of two beach-front motor hotels were contacted. The
Sheraton is approximately two miles from the plant grounds,
and the Holiday Inn is five miles away. Neither person had
observed any decrease in business attributable to the plant.

Zion, Illinois

Zion units one and two began commercial operation in December,
1973 and September, 1974, respectively. They are located on
Lake Michigan, adjacent to Illinois Beach State Park, near
Zion, Illinois, approximately 40 miles north of Chicago. The
beach abuts the plant fence, and the reactor buildings are
prominently in view from several locations along the beach.

A lodge is located on the Illinois Beach State Park property
approximately 1/4-mile south of the plant grounds. The ledge
is not directly on the beach, and trees at least partially
obscure view of the plant from the lodge. Figure 5.4 illus-
trates attendance at the park from 1964 to 1976. Although
there has been a reported drop in attendance since operation
of the units began, the decrease is in line with decreases
ocurring in 1967 and 1970, thus making it impossible to con-
clude with certainty that the plant was the cause of the de-
crease. It should also be noted that attendance continued
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to increase after the units were constructed but before com-
mercial operation began. Plant operation effects are con-
founded with variations in weather, openings of intervening
recreational facilities, and an encephalitis " scare" in 1975.
Management personnel associated with Illinois Beach State Park
and the lodge perceived no adverse effect on visitation due
to the plant.

Fifty-six beach visitors were also interviewed near camping
areas using the same questionnaire employed at St. Lucie.
Seventeen were unaware of the nuclear plant, despite the fact
that in some cases the reactor buildings were c1carly visible
from the respondent's location. No one said they had ever
avoided the beach because of the reactor, although four people
indicated an increased reluctance to visit there. Five people
knew of others who avoided the beach because of the plant.

San Onofre, California

ne San Onofre generating station has been operating commercially
on the beach of the Pacific Ocean near San Clemente, California
since 1968. San Clemente State Beach (three to five miles from
the plant) has been operated by the state for a number of years
before and after construction of the nuclear power plant. The
plant is not visible from San Clemente State Beach. Figure
5.5 illustrates attendance data at the beach. Beach atten-
dance continued to increase through 1971, more than doubling
the pre-reactor figure. Attendance has decreased since 1971,
probably due to the opening of alternative recreational oppor-
ttmities. The data is also confounded with changes in counting
procedures and delineation of park boundaries.

Representatives of the California Department of Parks and Recrea-
tion (Pendleton Coast Area M1 nager), the San Diego Coast Regional
Commission, and the San Diego County Commission were contacted,
and none believed there to have been any impact on recreation
due to the plant. A congnon comment was that demand for recrea-
tion far exceeds the supply of opportunities in the area, thus
possibly increasing people's tolerance of the nearby plant.

Due to poor weather, interviewing at the beach could not be com-
pleted. Only 15 interviews were obtained. Of that number, all
but one were aware of the reactor, none had ever avoided the
beach because of the reactor or knew of anyone who did. Ten
of the respondents were residents of the San Clemente area,
two were from onc-of-state, and three were from elsewhere in |
California.
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There is a beach (San Onofre State Beach) which is located im-
mediately adjacent to the reactor site, but the state only ob-
tained the land in 1972, thus providing no attendance figures
before the plant's operation. The beach appears to be popular,
however. Although the reactor is visible from some spots, it
is not as prominent as the Zion plant.

blillstone, Connecticut

The blillstcne nuclear power plant is located at Waterford, Con-
necticut near the beach of the Atlantic Ocean. Five miles
away is Rocky Neck State Park, also on the ulantic. Atten-
dance data at Rocky Neck is shown in Figure 5.6. Attendance
continued to increase after construction and operation of the
plant. The decrease in 1972 was indicative of a statewide
trend, possibly due to climatological variations. A new state
park was also opened elsewhere that year. There is onpoing
construction of Units 2 and 3 at bli11 stone.

Several individuals were questioned about the effects of >!ill-
stone:

1) 51anager of the Rocky Neck Stotel, located about two miles i s om
Sti11 stone at Niantic

2) A representative of the Fred Clark Agency, which manages
rental cottages on Groton-Long Point, about six miles from
hii11 stone

3) The owner of the area's largest charter fishing boat operation

4) Director of Ocean Beach Park in New 1.ondon

5) A representative of the Director of Tourism for the State of
Connecticut

6) Tax assessor for Waterford

7) Director of Real Estate in the New London Tax Assessor's
Office

8) A representative of the Southern Connecticut Regional Plan-
ning Association

9) Two representatives of the Southeastern Connecticut Chamber
of Commerce Division of Tourism
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10) Two representatives of the Tourist Information Center in
Mystic, Connecticut

None of the people talked to reported any decreases in tourism
or beach recreation resulting from the Millstone plant.

Fifty-six interviews were also collected at area beaches. Forty-
one were at Rocky Neck,10 were at Waterford beach, and five
were at Pleasure Beach. The plant was not visible to respon-
dents. Thirty-eight respondents were from Connecticut (out-
side the Waterford area),10 were frem Waterford, and eight
were from Massachusetts or New York. Most of the people at
Waterford Beach and Picasure Beach were local residents.

Twenty of the respondents, almost all at Rocky Neck, were un-
aware of the plant at Waterford. Ten of those who knew of a
nuclear plant in the general area didn't know the specific
location. None of the respondents had ever avoided the beach
because of the Millstone Plant or knew of anyone who had.
Five people expressed an increased reluctance to visit the
beaches, however.

Summary '

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the analogous sites
due to inadequate objective data for time series analysis and
due to deficiencies in the analogues. At none of the analo-
gous sites was the coastal nuclear plant as visually obvious
as a floating nuclear plant would be at some points. (Aware-
ness of the plant by beach visitors ranged from 64% and 70% at
Millstone and Zion to 92% and 93% at St. Lucie and San Onofre.)
Actual beach visitation trends are confounded by changes in
record keeping practices, opening of competing recreation areas,
broader changes in demand for recreation, and climatological
variations. It appears from subjective response data, however,
that if coastal nuclear power plants have had any impact at
all on beach tourism and recreation, the impact has been very
small.

I
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The approach employed in this investigation was deliberately
multi- faceted: 1) related literature was reviewed, 2) direct
questions dealing with intended beach avoidance were asked,
3) infomation-integration tasks were administered to ascertain
trade-offs among a variety of beach attributes, 4) questions
were asked relating to variables which might modify a beach-
goer's intended reaction to a FNP (e.g., NRC licensing, visual
impact of an EP, knowledge about nuclear power), and 5) tourism
changes at beaches near selected coastal nuclear power plants
were assessed. It was felt that none of the components viewed
alone would provide adequate insight for projecting the impact
on tourism which would result from offshore siting of nuclear
power plants. In this final chapter an effort is made to inte-
grate the 4 arious findings into an overall impression.

The authors are unaware of any grand equation suitable for com-
~

bining the various facets of the study to produce a precise
estimate of beach avoidance. Readers expecting a quantitatively
rigorous and explicit integration of the components of the in-*

vestigation will not find such a treatment here. It is the
authors' opinion that such a procedure is beyond the responsible
limitaticas of current behavioral research. Instead, where
quantitative indicators of beach avoidance were elicited in
the research, assessments of the validity of those estimates
will be stated, and interpretations will be made concerning
appropriate revisions of those figures. Readers may wish to
make different interpretations of the results presented in
this report and to place different importance on the various
components.

The " avoidance" data, that is, specific questions asking whether
the respondent would return to the site of the interview if a
nuclear power plant were offshore, will be used as a beginning
point for forecasting actual behavior. Between 22.8% and 26.5%
of those interviewed indicated an unwillingness to return to
the beach if the plant were sited directly offshore at a dis-
tan > of three miles.

That response was to a question to which most individuals had
given little if any prior consideration, therefore the avoidance
estimates are almost certainly exaggerated (see Appendix D).

>
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For the following reasons, the figures should be lowered con-
siderably:

1) Proximity of an offshore nuclear reactor was revealed by
information-integration experiments to be Icss important
to an overall evaluation of beaches than ether attributes
of beaches. It is likely that when individuals are faced
with actual rather than hypothetical decisions about
returning to a beach with an offshore nuclear power plant,
and consider alternative beach locations, few will be
willing to sacrifice the advantages they perceived in
the beaches they have chosen to visit in the past. Note
that asking the direct question may maximize the likeli-
hood that'the respondent will comply with the apparent
demand of the interviewer to give a confoming (avoidant)
response.

2) 'Ihe habitual nature of beach-going makes changes in beach
preference unlikely. Pilot studies associated with this
research revealed a strong bias to return to a beach when
an initial visit proved favorable. Further instances
have revealed a strong tolerance for at least temporarv
aesthetic disruption at one's preferred beach. Approxi-
mately 70% to 90% of the interviewees were returners, and
93.4% to 96.9% planned to return in the future.

3) " Intention to-behave" responses indicated that if indi-
viduals were aware of NRC approval of the plant, the im-
pact on nearest possible beaches would be reduced by 40.3%
to 50.0%. A large portion of beach visitors aware of the
FNP would probably be made aware of NRC certification if
a plant were actually sited offshore. Equally significant
is the general instability of the original avoidance
figures highlighted by these results.

4) There is no reliable evidence of reduction in beach visita-
tion at the four analogous situations observed. Existing
park attendance figures are inconclusive, interviews with
officials and professionals in positions to observe the
impacts on recreation from coastal nuclear power plants
indicate there has been no effect, and beach visitors near
coastal plants estimated that the nearby reactors have
deterred less than five percent of the public from visit-
ing the beaches.

5) Hazard perception and adjustment literature reficcts a
willingness of individuals and society to take risks such
as living in flood-prone areas when adequate benefits are
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associated with such risk-taking. This extension is tenuous,
but the natural hazard experience should not be completely
discounted.

Taking these factors into consideration it is unlikely that more
than 5% to 10% of the current beach visitors would cease to visit
their present beaches if a nuclear power plant were sited three
miles offshore. The 5% to 10% interval represents a magnitude
of only one-fifth to two-fifths of the preliminary avoidance -

figures of 22.8% to 26.5%. In the authors' judgment such a reduc-
tion is merited by the five considerations enumerated above.
Note that the interval is for a likely upper limit of avoidance;
impact might actually be less than 5%. That interval would apply
at the facility's closest point to shore (three miles). points
farther up or down the beach would probably be lower by at least
the same proportion of the original response figures (3% to 6%
at five miles, 2% to 4.5% at 10 miles,1.5% to 3.5% at 25 miles,
and l'a to 2% at 50 miles). Judicious siting can minimize impact
by taking this exponential distance decay curve into account.
It should be considered that when extrapolating these figures
to a large area of beach, the total impact over the entire ex-
panse will probably be less than the sum of the impacts at the
various distances. That is, some of the individuals who find
beaches nearest the plant macceptable may relocate at nearby-

beaches farther from the reactor.

Three notes of caution should be recognized when considering the
reduction-in-tourism reported here. First of all, the visual
impact of an offshore reactor is still an uncertainty to a
large degree. An effort was made to assess that impact by show-
ing photographs of an artist's conception of a beach with and
without a reactor. That simulation leaves much to be desired,
however. The panoramic view of the horizon which one experiences
when actually looking out to sea was not captured by the photo-
graph, almost certainly causing the reactoi to appear more im-
posing in the photegraph than it would in reality. The three-
stage question used to clicit responses probably invi ted nega-
tive reaction to a biasing degree also. Furthermore, it is not
known to any extent what the visual impact would be at distances
farther down the coast. Out-of-town tourists visiting beaches
from which the FNP is not visible may not even become aware of
the plant's existence. These are conjectures, however, and there
may actually be other factors not recognized here which make
the visual impact even more pronounced than indicated by the
responses in this questionnaire.

A second caution is that people had not given the hypothetical
situations used in this study adequate consideration prior to
being asked the questions. An attempt was made to rectify

"
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errors stemming from this deficiency by refining the original
avoidance figures as indicated above.

The final point is probably the most crucial. The estimates
reported here are likely to be accurate representations of
public reaction if nuclear power plants were sited offshore
innnediately. There is no reason to assume that behavioral in-
tentions will be the same in the future. Polls have shown
public support for nuclear power to be relatively stabic since
1969. However, the issue here is not support for nuclear power
as an energy alternative, but willingness to tolerate a spe-
cific reactor off the coast of one's favorite beach. The great-
est uncertainty in this regard is concern with safety. On one
hand, a single major accident at a nuclear power plant could
appreciably increase public apprehension about offshore plants.
On the other hand, several years of safe operation of an off-
shore installation may recapture some individuals who had
stopped visiting the beach when operation of the facility be-
gan. Equally uncertain are the effects of changes in public
knowledge about nuclear power and changes in general support
for nuclear energy. Knowledge was unrelated to response in
this study, but attitude toward nuclear power was related.

In strea17, based on multi-faceted information sources, the -

percentage reduction in tourism attributable to siting of nu-
clear power plants offshore would be small, but not necessarily
negligible, at points close by. The stability of those impacts
over time, however, depends upon the stability of current atti-
tudes toward and beliefs about nuclear power and its safety.
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I. 1)emographic 01aracteristics, Background Data: N=2400
Pink Form

1. Sex M F

2. Age refuse to answer
less than 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or over

3. hhat city or town do you live in?

4. Do you live there all year? YES NO
If no, where else do you live?

5. hhere did your trip to the beach begin?
(Did you come straight from your home?)

6. Ilow did you travel? plane, car, bus, train, other .

7. Ilow many days do you plan to stay?

8. llave you visited this beach before? YES NO
If yes, how many times per year?

9. Do you think that you will visit this beach in the
future? YES NO
If yes, how often per year?

10. Ilow many times in a year do you visit other beaches?

11. hhat kind of things do you like to do at the beach?

12. llave you ever been in :m interview at the beach
before? YES NO
If yes, when and where?

13. hhen you take weekend trips for recreation, what's
your favorite place to go?
(Read: for example: the beach, mountains, other.)

|
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14 hhen you take vacation trips for recreation, what's
your favorite place to go?
(Read: for example: the beach, motmtains, other.)

15. hhich of the following describes your family income?

refuse to answer
up to 7500
7500-14999
15000-24999
25000-49999
more than 50000

16. Did you attend school beyond high school? YES NO

17. If yes, how much school did you complete?

1) trade school
2) some college
3) 2-year degree

.
4) 4-year degree
5) education beyond 4-year degrec

.

18. Approximately how much do you spend each day on
while you are at beach?

Icdging
food

II. Concerns about offshore nuclear plants? E600 (hhite Form)

Let me tell you something about our study before we con-
tinue. As you may know there are several different ways
of generating the electrical power we use each day. Many
of my questions today are about various methods of gene-
rating electricity. Other types of questions will also be
asked.
One of the newest ways to produce electrical power is by
the use of nuclear or atomic power plants. In the future,
some of these pbnts may be located about three miles off
the coast of the United States.

A. Open-end~1

1. Can you think of anything that would worry you about
having a nuclear power plant located right out there
three miles offshore?
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Are there any other concerns you might have about the
operation of a nuclear pwer plant off the coast of

?

B. "atings of Concern: Likelihood, Consequences, Overall

We have put together a list of concerns peopic have
expressed about the safety of offshore nuclear power
plants. We also have a list of other beach related
safety concerns. 'these concerns are about events
which some people believe might be dangerous to people
who go to the beach.

I am going to read this list of events to you. I would
like for you to rate each of the events as to how likely
you thing it is to occur at this beach during the next
thirty years. For those questions dealing with nuclear
power, assume there is a nuclear power plant three miles
o ffshore.

As I describe each event, please rate it using this
twenty point scale (show scale). You can see that zero .

means you think the event will definitely not happen
during the next thirty years. 'lkenty on the scale
means you believe the event will definitely happen dur-
ing the next thirty years.

110 you have any questions before I begin the list?

Now, how would you rate the likelihood of:

a. A day-to-day release of radioactive materials
from the nuclear pwer plant

b. A hurricane occurring here during the next
30 years

c. A safety hazard as a result of sabotage to
the nuclear power plant

d. A person being attacked by a snark at this
beach during the next 30 years

c. An accident during the transportation of
nuclear materials from the power plant

f. A major oil spill from an ocean tanker at
this beach during the next 30 years |
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g. A bad storm causing damage to the nuclear
reactor

h. A tornado occurring here in the next 30 yrs

i. A sudden release of radioactivity due to
overheating of the nuclear reactor

j. A major explosion of the nuclear reactor
(like an atomic bomb)

2. I am going to read the list of events again. This time
I want you to assume that each event does occur here
at during the next 30 years. Of course,
you must continue to imagine there is a nuclear power
plant three miles offshore. Ilow many people do you
think would be killed, injured, or suffer long-term
damage to their health as a result of each event?
ilere are some ntchers we wou1d like for you to use in
making your estimates.

(hand scale to respondent)
.

. a. A day-to-day release of radioactive materials
from the nuclear power plant

b. A hurricane occurring here

c. A safety hazard as a result of sabotage to
the nuclear plant

d. Attacks by sharks here at this beach

e. An accident during the transportation
of nuclear materials from the power plant

f. A major oil spill from an ocean tanker at
this beach

g. A bad stonn causing damage to the nuclear
reactor

h. A tornado occurring here

i. Sudden release of radioactivity due to
overheating of the nuclear reactor

j. A major explosion of the nuclear reactor
(like an atomic bomb)
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3. In the last 2 sections you have told us 2 things: first
how likely you believe certain events are to occur; and
second, how bad you believe the consequences of those
events would be if they did occur. In this section, we
would like you to tell us your overall concern about each
of these events. In doing this you should consider
both things: how likely you believe the event is to
happen, and, how bad you believe the consequences of the
event would be if it did happen. Taxing these 2 things
together, rate your overall concern about each event.

As I read each event give your level of concern using
this twenty point scale. Zero on this scale means you
are not concerned about it at all. Twenty means you
would be extremely concerned.

For those questions dealing with nuclear power assume
there is a nuclear power plant three miles offshore,

a. A day-to-day release of radioactive material
from the nuclear power plant.

,

b. A hurricane occurring here

c. A safety ha::ard as a result of sabotage
to the nuclear power plant

d. Attacks by sharks here at beach

c. An accident during the transportation of
nuclear materials from the power plant

f. A major oil spill from an ocean tanker at
this beach

g. A bad stom causing damage to the nuclear
reactor

h. A tornado occurring here

i. A sudden release of radioactivity due to
overheating of the nuclear reactor

j. A major explosion of the nuclear reactor

(like an atomic bomb)

|
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III. Desirability of Energy Options: N=600 (Green Form)

Suppose additional electric power is needed to meet ris-
ing demand. A number of different sources of energy are
available. We would like you to rate each of the follow-
ing sources. Please answer using this scale (show scale).
As you can see, zero on the scale means that you think
the energy source is very undesirable--that is, you do
not like that method at all. On the other hand, twenty
means that you believe the energy source is very desit -
able --that is, you like that method very much.

a. Salar power

b. Coal burning electric generators

c. Oil burning electric generators

d. Nuclear generators

c. Hydroelectric generators (dams)

IV. Confidence in Sources of Information: N=600 (Green Fom)

Here is a list of people and groups who give information
to the public on the question of nuclear risks and safety.
We would like for you to rate how much confidence you
have in each of them. Please answer using this scale
(show scale). As you can see, zero on the scale repre-
sents no confidence, that is, you have no confidence in
that gro2p. On the other hand, twenty means that you
have complete confidence. (Please alternate the order
in which you read the list).

Regulatory agency (Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

Electric Utilities Company

Environmentalists

Newspapers and T.V.

Government Scientists

University Scientists

Elected Representatives such as Senators and
Congressmen
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V. ' aual Impact Questions: N=600 (Green Form)

A. IIere is a photograph of a beach. Assume that it has
the facilities that you like and is close to your
home. h'ould you go to this beach?

Yes No Don't Know

B. Assume that there is a nuclear power plant three
miles offshore from this beach. Once again, assume
the beach has the facilities that you like and is
close to your home. h'ould you go to this beach?

Yes No Don't Know

C. Here is a photograph of what the beach would look
like if there were a nuclear power plant three miles
offshore. Assume that the beach has the facilities
that you like and is close to your home.

Yes No Don't Know

VI. Information-Integration Tasks: Beach Attractiveness

A. Photographs of beaches: N=240 (attributes specified
by respondents) (Goldenrod Form)

B. Two-variable case I: N=240 (Yellow Form)

1. Proximity to power plant (1, 5,10, 25, 50 miles)

2. Type of plant (coal, nuclear)

C. 'Iko-variable case II: N=240 (Blue Form)

1. Proximity of offshore nuclear plant to beach (5,
10, 25, 50 miles down the beach and 3 miles off-
shore)

2. Proximity of beach to home (50,150, 400, 800 miles)

D. Four-variable case: N-480 (Buff Form)

1. Proximity of offshore nuclear plant (see C.1
above)

2. Quality of facilities at the beach (good, poor)
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3. Crowding at the beach (moderate, very)

4. Cleanliness of the beach (littered, unlittered)

(The above outlines the tasks. The following 4 pages
are the actual instructions used in executing them.)

A. Photographs of Beaches (Goldenrod Form)

I'm going to show you photographs of some beaches in
the beach area. I'll show you several
pictures of each beach, and its location in the
area. We would like for you to rate each beach on
the following scale (show scale).

O means a very undesirabic beach, one that you
would never go to, givea a chance.

20 means a very desirable beach, one that you
would always go to if you had the opportunity.

(Get ratings of each picture. Pictures should be
~

presented in a randomized order. Record the rating
adjacent to the picture number. Be sure to identify
the location of the site on the map.
*********************

Let me tell you something about our study before we
do the next set of ratings. As you may know, there
are several dit ferent ways of producing the electric-
ity we use cach day. One of the newest ways to pro-
duce this electrical power is by the use of nuclear
or atomic power plants. In the future, some of these
plants may be located off the coast of the United
States. They will be located about 3 miles off the
coast.

Imagine that such an offshore nuclear generating
station is located at the point indicated by "NP" on
the map. I'm going to show you the sets of pictures
again. Could you please rate how desirable you would
find each of the beaches that I showed you before if
a nuclear generating facility were located 3 miles
off the coast at point NP. (Show picture and map.
Verbally indicate the total distance down the coast
from the site to the reactor. Record the rating
adjacent to the picture number.)
********************
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Just glance at the set of pictures now. Can you tell
me what factors were important in making your ratings
of each beach? Did you notice anything that made one
beach more desirable than other? (Write down list of
factors) .

B. Two-Variable Case I (Yellow Form)

Let me tell you something about our study before we
do the other section of this questionnaire. As you
may know there are several different types of elec-
trical power generating plants in use today. An ex-
ample of one type of generating plant would be those
that use coal as a fuel. Another type is the nuclear
power plant. Many of thest sources of our electric-
ity are located at or near the beach for one reason
or another.

I'm going to read to you some statements describing
some imaginary beaches. The beaches are all the same
in appearance and quality. All are very nice beaches.
Ilowever, each one has some type of electrical power
generating plant located at some distance fum it.
I'll tell you the ti e of generating plant and where
it's located in re ation to the beach in question.
As I descriEe each beach you are asked to rate it on

-

this twenty point scale. As you see, zero on the
scale means that you find the beach very undesirable;
that is, you would never visit such a beach. 'Ihe
other end of the scale, twenty, means that you find
the beach to be very desirable. 'lhat is, you would
always visit that beach, given the opportunity. As
a practice example how would you rate the following
beach on the scale I have given you?

A nuclear power plant is located on the beach
right next to you.

OR

A coal buming power plant is located on the
beach right next to you.

As another practice example, how would you rate the
following beach on the scale I have given you?

|
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A coal burning plant is located on the beach east
of you 500 miles.

OR

A nuclear power plant is located on the beach
east of you 500 miles.

'Ihese exampics are more extreme than those I'm going
to read you in a minute. Remember, the beaches are
all the same except for their distance and some type
of power plant.

Now we will begin. As I read each description you
tell me how you would rate the beach by giving me a
number between zero and twenty.

C. Two-Variable Case II (Blue Form)

Let me tell you something about our study before we
'

do the other section of this questionnaire. As you
may know there are several different types of elec-
trical power generating plants in use today. One
type is the nuclear power plant. In the future it
is anticipated that some of these plants will be
located off the coast of the United States. I'm
going to read you a series of statements describing
some imaginary beaches that have such offshore nu-
clear power plants located at some distance from
them. These beaches are all the same in appearance
and quslity. All are very nice beaches. However,
.ach one does have an offchore nuclear power plant
located at some distance from it. I'll tell you
how far the imaginary beach is from the nuclear power
plant and how far you had to travel from your home
to get to the beach. As I describe each beach, you
are asked to rate it on this 20 point scale. As
you see, zero on the scale means that you find the
beach very undesirable. 'Ihat is, you would never
visit such a beach. The other end of the scale,
twenty, me ns that you find the beach to b. _s ery
desirable. 'Ihat is, you would always visit that
beach given the opportunity.
As a practice example how would you rate the follow-
ing beach on the scale I have given you?

'
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You he e to tracc1 , c' 'n ont -half mile from

your home to let to the be 1. A nuclear power
plant is laed 3 miks oilshore 200 miles down
the beach,

umther pra. _e example how would you rate ther
tollowing beach on the scale I have given you?

You have to travel 1500 miles from your home to
get to the beach. A nuclear power plant is lo-
cated 3 miles offshore directly opposite the
beach.

'lhese examples were more extreme than those I'm going
to read you in a moment. Now, we'll begin. Remember,
the beaches are all the same except for their dis-
tance from your home and from the nuclear power plant.
As I read each description you tell me how you would
rate the beach by giving me a number between zero
and twenty.

D. Four-Variable Case (Buff Fonn)
.

Let me tell you something about our study before we
do the other section of this questionnaire. As you
may know there are several different types of elec-
trical power generating plants in use today. One
type is the nuclear power plant. In the future it
is anticipated that some of these plants will be lo-
cated off the coast of the United States. I'm going
to read you some statements describing some imaginary
beaches that have such offshore nucicar power plants
located at some distance from them. I'll tell you
how far the imaginary beach is from the nuclear power
plant. I'll also give you information on the facil-
ities, cleanliness, and crowding conditions of each
imaginary beach. As I describe each beach, you are
asked to rate it on this twenty point scale. As
you see, zero on the scale means that you find the
beach very undesirable. That is, you would never
visit such a beach. The other end of the scale,
twenty, means that you find the beach to be very
desirabic. That is, you would always visit that
beach given the opportunity.

As a practice example, how would you rate the follow-
ing beach on the scale I've given you?

110
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A nuclear power plant is located 3 miles directly
offs;: ore. The facilities at this beach are very

poor. 'he beach is extremely crowded. There is
much litter on the beach.

As another practice example, how would you rate the
following beach on the scale I've given you?

A nuclear power plant is located 3 miles off-
shore and 500 miles down the beach. The facili-
ties at this beach are very good. The beach is
not at all crow.9d. There is no litter on the
beach.

'Ihese examples were more extreme than the ones I'm
going to read you in a moment. Now we'll begin. As
I read each description you tell me how you would
rate the beach by giving me a number between ::ero
and twenty.

VII. Response to Siting at Specific Beach (Fla, and Mass.):
N=1800.

A. If there were a nuclear generating station located
- 3 miles offshore--out there (point directly toward

seaward hori::on)--do you think it would affect your
decision to come to this beach?

Yes No Don't Know

If "yes", Do you think it would keep yc from coming
here?

Yes No Don't Know

If "yes", hhat if the plant were 3 miles offshore and
5 miles down the coast; would that keep you from
coming here?

Yes No Don't Know

If "yes",10 miles? Yes No

25 miles? Yes No

50 miles? Yes No
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If "yes" to first part of above question:

B. Now again suppose there's a nuclear generating station
3 miles offshore. hhat if you learned that the plant
had been approved and declared safe by the U.S. Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission--those are the people
responsible for deciding whether or not the Federal
government should permit the plant to be located out
there. In that case, would you come to the beach
here?

Yes No

C. Suppose a nuclear power plant were to be put in this
area, say five miles down the coast from here.

'Ihe plant could either be put right on shore or it
could be put three miles offshore. b'ould it matter
to you, with respect to your decision to come to this
beach, where the nuclear plant was put?

No Yes, prefer onshore
'

Don't Know Yes, prefer' offshore

VIII. Response to Siting at Specific Beach (N.J.): N=600

A. The New Jersey Public Service Electric and Gas Com-
pany has plans to put a nuclear generating station
about three miles off the coast from Little Egg In-
let. (show map)

That's about miles from here. If they did put
the power station there, do you think it would affect
your decision to come to this beach?

Yes No Ibn' t Know

If "yes", would it keep you from coming here?

Yes No Don't Know

Ocean City -22 miles
Margate City -17 miles
Atlantic City -13 miles
Brigantine Beach -8 1/2 miles
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Beach Haven - 5 miles
Surf City -13 miles
Barnegat Light -20 miles

If "yes" to first part of above question:

B. hhat if you learned that the above plant, which will
be 3 miles offsbore, miles from here, had been
approved and declared safe by the U.S. Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission--those are the people responsible
for deciding whether or not the Federal government
should permit the plant to be located out there. In
that case, would you come to the beach here?

Yes No

C. This plant, which will be miles down the beach
could either be put right on shore or it couJd be put
three miles offshore, as planned, h'ould it matter to
you, with respect to your decision to come to this
beach, where the nuclear plant was put?

.

No Yes, prefer onshore
- Don't Know Yes, prefer offshore

IX. Knowledge of Nuclear Power Generation: N=1200

Now we would like to asi you a few questions about nu-
clear power itself.

1. hhat fuel is used for nuclear power generation?

Magnesium
Coal
Uranium
Bauxite
Don't Know

2. hhich of the following words is associated with nu-
clear power?

photosynthesis
fission
gyroscope
flouride
don't know
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3. hhat percent of the total electricity produced today
in this country comes from nuclear power?

5-10;

20-251
50-55%
75-80%
don't know

4. Radioactive wastes from nuclear plants remain dangerous
for a maximun period of:

less than 5 years
100 years
1000 years
more than 10,000 years
don't know

5. The worst accident which can occur in a nuclear plant
now operating is:

an explosion (nuclear)
core meltdown -

ruptured fuel cell
damaged isotope
don't know

6. hhich of the following is a harmful by-produce of nu-
clear power generation?

plutonium
bauxite
barium
ozone
don't know

7. Do you know of any nuclear generating stations currently
operating in this state?

Yes No Don't Know

If "yes", where?

8. Do you know of any nuclear generating stations currently
operating in the state where you live?

Yes No Don't Know
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If "yes", where?

IX. I.D. Information: N=2400

Interviewer Name

Date

Time

Interview Site (City)

(Weather)

(Crowding)

Subject No.

. Comnents:
.
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Site Beach Interviews
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Plant Site Questionnaire I

1. How long have yoa been coming to this beach?

2. How often do you visit here?

3. hhere do you live?

4. Do you know of any power plants nearby? Yes No

* * * *I f No , go to 13.

5. If yes: hhere is it located?

6. Also if yes: Do you know what kind of power plant is it?
Yes No

7. If yes: hhat kind?

8. Does the plant affect your decision to visit this beach?
Yes No

.

9. Ikts it ever affected your decision to visit this beach?
Yes No

If yes, how?

10. Do you know anyone personally whose decision to come to
this beach has been affected by the plant being nearby?
Yes No

11. Do you think it (the plant) keeps many people front coming
to this beach? Yes No

12. Do you think it (the plant) attiacts many people to this
beach? Yes No

13. Sex M F

14. Age Refuse to Answer
less thm 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or over
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15. hhich of the following describes your family income?

Refuse to Answer
up to 7,500
7,500-14,999
15,000-24,999
25,000-49,999
rrore than 50,000

16. Did you attend school beyond high school? Yes No

17. If yes, how much school did you complete?

Trade school
Some college
2-yr degree
4-yr degree
beyond 4-yr degrec

.

0

.
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Brief Summary of Statistical
,

Procedures
-

Reliability of Parameter Estimates
i

lhe proportions, " averages," regression coefficients, etc. re-
ported here (generically referred to as parmneters) are exact
only for the sample of respondents for which they were computed.
The goal of the study, however, is to assume that the people
included in the sample are representative of all beach-goers
at the sites from which the sample was chosen. This larger
group is referred to as the " population," and if one is to
generalize to the population from a random sample taken from
it, he must recognize the limitations under which he must
operate.

Essentially, for a given parameter (say, a proportion), one
would like to know how close the sample estimate is to the
actual value for the entire population. The larger the sample
(all other things being equal), the nore likely it is that the
sample estimate will be the same as the true population value.

Contrary to popular belief, the number of people needed for a
" good" sample estimate is almost totally unrelated to the num-
ber of people being generalized to. That is, one needs almost
the same number of people in the sample regardless of whether
there are 50,000 people in the population or 500,000.

The other characteristic of the sample datL that affects its
" reliability" for generalizing to the population is the amount
of variation there is among the answers given by people in the
sample. For example, if 50% of the people in a sample are in
favor of nuclear power and 50% are opposed, that is the maxi-
mum amount of variation, or disagreement, that can exist in
the responses. Ninety percent in fr.vor would indicate very
little disagreement, or " variance," in the responses. All
other things (like sample size) being equal, a sample estimate
with low variance in the data is a better approximation of the
population parmneter.

To indicate what can be inferred from a certain sample estimate
to a population parameter, statisticians make the following
sort of statements: If one takes "many" additional samples of
the same size and computes confidence intervals h ving endpoints
within 3% of the value of the parameter estimates in each, the
true parameter value will fall within 95% of the confidence
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intervals computed. (The temptation is to say that one is 95%
"sure" that the sample estimate is within 3% of the population
value, but technically this is incorrect.) The "95% of the
confidence intervals" phrase is called the " confidence level"
of the estimate, and the "within 3% of the sample estimate"
phrase refers to the " reliability" or " confidence interval
width" of the sample estimate.

One would prefer that the confidence level be as high as pos-
sible and that the confidence interval width be as small as
possible. For example, an estimate with a 95% confidence in-
terval and 5% width is preferable to a 90% confidence interval
and 5! width. Ilowever, once a sample has been taken, one must
choose a confidence level or an interval width and then com-
pute the other. For exampE , one may say, "I want a 99% con-
fidence interval, hhat is the width of that interval for my
sample?" Or, conversely, one may say, "I want a confidence in-
terval with end points within 3% of the value of my sample

,
estimate, hhat would be the confidence IcVel of that interval?"

~

For a given sample, increasing the confidence IcVel will in-
crease the width of the confidence interval (an undesirable

-

. consequence), and decreasing the width of the interval will
decrease the confidence level (also an undesirabic consequence).
Thus, the trade-off between confidence level and interval width
is a value judgment to be made by the user of the data.

Tabic 8.1 provides a "look-it-up" tool for assessing what can
be inferred from sample estimates of proportions presented in
this report.
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Table 8.1. Confidence Interval Nidths for Selected Sample Sizes,
Variances, and Confidence Levels for Proportions **

95% Confidence 1.evel 99'6 Confidence Level

N p= . 5 * .75 .90 .5 .75 .90

60 13% 11', 8% 17 *, 14% 10%

150 8; 7; 5% 11% 9; 6 ",

240 6 *6 5.4% 4% 8 ', 7; 5%

300 5 . 6 ', 4 . 9 ", 3% 7; 6" 4;

600 40 3', 2% 5% 4. 5", 3"s

2400 2*e 2 '. l'6 3*6 2% 1.6%
.

.

.

*In this table "p" denotec the proportion of the sample giving
a certain response. It should not be confused with the "p"
or "P' used elsewhere in the report to denote significance
probabilities.

**For convenience and case of interpretation, the values in
this table are approximate, being derived from the normal
approximation to the binomial distrioution. Exact values can
be found in numerous handbooks such as A. IIald, Statistical
Tables and Fortulas (New York: Wiley, 1952).

|
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Correlation

Correlation provides an index of the degree of linear relation-
ship between two variables. The correlation cocificient (r)
provides information about the direction and the degree of the
relationship between two variables. The direction of the re-
lationship is indicated by the sign (+ or -) of the correlation
coefficient. A positive correlation indicates that high values
of variable 1 tend to be associated with high values of variable
2, while low values of variable 1 tend to be associated with
low values of variable 2. As an example, in the yellow form
there is a positive correlation between distance t. plant and
ratings of beach attractiveness. This indicates that the fur-
ther the plant is located from the beach, the more attractive
the respondent perceives the beach to be. In contrast, a nega-
tive correlation indicates that high values of variable 1 tend
to be associated with low values of variable 2, while low values
of variable 1 tend to be associated with high values of variabic
2. For example, in the blue packet, there is a negative cor-
relation between distance to home and ratings of beach attrac-
tiveness. The further the beach is located from the respon-.

. dent's home, the lower its perceived attractiveness will be.

The degree of the relationship between the two variables is~

- indicated by the magnitude of the correlation coefficient.
Correlations may range between -1.0 and +1.0: -1.0 indicates
a perfectly linear negative relationship, 0.0 indicates no re-
lationship, and +1 indicates a perfectly linear positive re-
lationship between the two variables. The square of the cor-
relation coefficient gives an indication of the proportion of
variance in variable 2 that is accounted for by variable 1.
Thus, a correlation of .5 indicates that 25% of the variance
in variable 2 ir accounted for by variable 1. The remaining
variance is due to all other variables not considered in the
analysis and error of measurement.

Note that the correlation coefficient assumes a linear rela-
tionship between the two variables. So long as there are not
major departures from a linear relationship, the correlation
coefficient provides an adequate index of the relationship be-
tween two variables. Ilowever, if the relationship is clearly
not linear, other measures of the relationship should be used.

Multiple Regression

Multiple regression is an extension of correlation to the case
where there are two or more variables (X , X2, etc.) that are1
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being used to predict a criterion variabic (Y). For example,
distance to reactor (X ) and cicanliness of beach (X,) might1

be used to predict beach attractiveness (Y). Multiple regres-
sion finds the best linear combination of X1 and X2 with which
to predict Y.

At Icast four statistics from a multiple regression analysis
may be reported. (1) The multiple correlation coefficient
(R) gives the magnitude of the relationship between the best
lIncar combination of the predictor variables and the criterion
variables. It may be interpreted in the same manner as the
simple correlation coefficient described above, except that it
representstherelationshipbetweenthecombinationo(thepre-
dictor variables and the criterion variable. Thus, R" indi-
cates the amount of variance in variabic Y that is accotmted
for by the best linear combination of the X variables. Note
that R is always positive in sign. (2) The simple r gives the
relationship between a single predictor variable and the cri-
terion, disregarding all of the other predictor variables.
The simple r corresponds exactly to the correlation coeffi-
cient described above. (3) ne regression coefficient (some-
times temed partial regression coefficient) gives an index |
of the relationship between two variables with the influence
of other specified variables removed. For example, at actual -

beaches the amotmt of litter and the level of crowding would .

tend to be related. A multiple regression analysis could be
performed in which crowding and litter were the predictor
variables and beach att ractiveness was the criterion variable.
He regression coefficient for litter would provide an index
of the relation between litter and beach attractiveness with
the effect of crowding statistically removed (held constant).
Another way of conceptualizing this result is as an index of
the effects of litter on beach attractiveness after the effects
of crowding have been eliminated. A statistical test is nor-
mally performed on the regression coefficients to determine
whether the effect is reliabic (see section on statistical
tests below). (4) The regression coefficient tells "for a
1 tmit increase in X, Y will increase (or decrease if the coef-
ficient is negative) by B tmits (where B is the regression
coefficient) ." B us, regression coefficients are not directly
comparable because the variables may be measured on different
scales. To overcome this a statistical operation is perfomed
on the regression coefficients to produce " standardized re-
gression coefficients," which means their scales have been
standardized. The coefficients are then comparable, so that
if the standardized regression coefficient of X j is equal to
5, and for X, it is equal to 2.5, one may infer that Xi has
twice the in' fluence on Y as X -2

__
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Statistical Tests

As mentioned above with respect to parameter estimates,
we are not interested in simply making statements about
the spec'fic sample of peejle who completed the survey.
Rather, we are intereste. in making a general statement
about the larger population of people (e.g. , Cape Cod
South Shore beachgoers) of whom our sample is represen-
tative. To make this generalization, statistical tests
are employed that permit us to determine whether a re-
lationship apparent in the sampic can be said to hold
for the entire population. Two types of questions may
be answered- (1) Ibes the population value of the ob-
tained sample statistic differ from 0 ( or some other
specified value)? (2) Do the population values of two
for more) obtained sample statistics differ from each
other? Consider a hypothetical example. Suppose that
for a sample of peopic the mean (average) rating of
desirability of nuclear plants is 12, while the mean
rating of coal plants is 10. hhether these two statis-
tics are different for the entire population of people
depends on the variability and number of people in the

-

*

sample. If everyone in the sample rates nuclear 12
and coal 10, then it is more likely that people in the.

'. population rate nuclear higher than coal. However, if
people in the sample differ in their ratings (e.g., both
coal and nuclear receive ratings from 0 to 20 fron var-
ious people in the sample), then it is less likely that
the population will agree. Similarly, if the sample
contains a large number of people, it is nore likely
that the relationship will generalize to the popula-
tion than if the sample is small. In the present ex-
ample, the statistical test would give us the probabil-
ity of obtaining a sample with the mean ratings for coal
and nuclear being different by two (12 minus 10) if in
fact the mean ratings are actually equal in the whole
population under consideration. If there is a chance of

less than .05 that the sample means could be 10 and 12,
given that the means for coal and nuclear did not dif-

fer in the entire population, then the effect is term-
ed " statistically significant". The lower the probabil-
ity associated with a statistical test, the more likely
it is that the effect indicated in the sample is true
for the entire population.

In selected cases in the report, the significance level
(p) of correlation coefficients, regression coeffi-
cients, and chi-square tests ( see section below) are
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presented. The reader may perform a general rule-of-
thumb significance test to see whether various para-
meters (such as proportions) are different in the pop-
ulation by comparing confidence intervals. If the con-
fidence intervals for two sample estimates do not over-
lap, it can generally be inferred that those para-
meters differ in the population. 'lhe " test" is a very
conservative one, having a significance probability less
than onc minus the confidence level (e.g. less than 1.95).

Oii-square

Oti-square is a particular type of statistical test
that is employed to detennine whether there is a rela-
tionship between two variables. Specifically, chi-
square is used when each variable consists of two or
more categories. For example, if variable 1 were sex
rmale or female) and variable 2 were recreational
preference (beach, mountains), a chi-square test would
be enployed. The test would tell us whether there is
any association between sex and recreational prefer-
ence in the example above, and a significance probabil-
ity is reported.

.

*Analysis of Variance
.

'

Analysis of variance is the name for a complex family .

of statistical tests that pennit us to assess the effects
of one or more variables on a criterion variabic. This
analysis pennits us to .3pecify the effect of each
independent variable (predictor) both alone and in
combination with the other independent variables on the
criterion variable. This statistical technique is
best utilized when each predictor variable has a small
number of values and the value of each predictor
va riable changes independently of the value of the
other predictor variables. 'Ihis technique is espe-
cially suited to the analysis of the information inte-
gration tasks in the present research.

An example will be helpful in illustrating the inter-
pretation of this type of analysis. In the yellow
packet, subjects gave ratings of a series of hypo-
thetical beaches that varied in their proximity to a
coal or a nuclear generating facility. Each subject
made a series of ratings of beaches that were describ-
ed as having a coal plant 5, 10, 25, or 50 miles down
the beach or a nuclear plant 5, 10, 25, or 50 miles
down the beach. Thus, 8 ratings in all would be made
by each subject, representing the possible combi-
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nations of the 4 distances and the 2 types of plants.
Analysis of variance pemits us to answer three ques-
tions in the present case. (1) Ibes the distance down
the beach to the plant (regardless of type) have an
effect on the ratings of beach attractiveness? (2) Ibes
the type of plant (regardless of its location) have an
effect on the ratings of beach attractiveness? (3) Does
the combination of distance and type of plant have an
effect on the ratings of beach attractiveness in addi-
tion to the sinple effects identified in (1) and (2)?
For example, if the beach rating for the coal plant
became increasingly positive as the distance to the plant
increased, while the beach ratings did not change as the
distance to the nuclear plant increased, the two vari-
ables would have an effect in conbination (or inter-
action). As is the case with other statistical tests,
the probability that the obtained results could be dt.e
to sampling error is associated with the statistical
tests that answer each of the three questions above.
'lhose tests for which this probability is less than .05
are taken as statistically significant results.*

,

Analysis of variance also permits a comparison of the.

relative size of the effects of each variable. By com-
.

puting the ratio of the " sum of squares" (the estimate
of relative si: e of effect) of two factors, their rel-

ative inportance may be estimated. For example, if
the sum of squares for distance were 500 and the sum of
squares for type of plant were 100, we would estimate
that distance was approximately 5 times as important
as type of plant in determining beach rating. In
applying this conparison, caution should be exercised
since the relative importance estimates also reflect
the range of the variable that was enployed in the
experiment.
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from Verbal Responses
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Predicting Actual Behavior
from Verbal Responses

For at least forty-three years various social scientists have
questioned the validity of inferring behavior from attitudes
(La Piere, 1934). During that period numerous researchers
have attempted to test the utility of attitudes in predicting
behavior, and an alaming number have concluded there to be a
weak if any relationship (Wicker, 1969). The methodologies
have generally adhered to the following model: 1) observe a
behavior (such as the way an individual responded to questions
concerning his support for environmentalism); 2) infer an atti-
tude (say, the individual's attitude toward environmentalism
is positive); 3) infer a behavior that should be consistent
with that attitude (say, joining the Sierra Club or some other
environmentalist organization); and 4) testing to see whether
the individual actually performs the inferred behavior. If
the person is in fact a member of such an organization (in the
example), it would be concluded that his behavior was consis-
tent with his attitude. Othenvise, it would be concluded that

,

the attitude had no relationship to the behavior.
.

hfany of these studies have been criticized recently by a number .'
of authors (Kiesler and hfunson,1975; Dillehay,1973). Kiesler,
Collins, and bliller (1969) have pointed to issues of measurement
reliability, item difficulty, category width, change in atti-
tude object, change in salience of various attitudes toward the
attitude object, factor structure of attitude and behavioral
syndromes, and non-attitudinal contributions to the response
as being causes for discounting the apparent inconsistencies
reported in many of the studies. Essentially what Kiesler,
Collins, and 5 filler seem to be saying is that the measures of
behavior tested for in many of the studies should not have
been expected to bear any close resemblance to the measures of
attitude to which they were compared.

There do appear to be "other variables" which can influence one's
behavior in a direction inconsistent with one's attitudinal pre-
disposition to act in a certain manner, however (Nicker,1971;
Rokeach and Kliejunas,1972). To maximize the likelihood of
having a verbal response correspond to an actual behavior of
interest, there are ways to collect verbal measures which take
the "other variables" into account implicitly. Fishbein and
Ajzen (1975) have endorsed the measurement of " intention to be-
have" as the best correlate to real behavior, as was measured
in the " Response" section of the questionnaire employed in this
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investigation (see Appendix I, Section VII). Political polls,
for example, which ask which candidate the respondent will vote
for are generally consistent with actual vote figures (within
the margin expected due to sampling error), provided the polls
are taken very near to the time of the vote.

H e preceding example illustrates four important points in pre-
dicting behavior. First of all, it is easier to forecast group
(or aggregate) behavior than individual behavior. Thus, while
the studies mentioned in the first two paragraphs above test
for consistencies in behavior by individuals, political polls
attempt to predict aggregate behavior. If 500 people who said
they would vote for Smith end ty voting for Jones, and another
500 people who said they vote for Jones end up voting for Smith,
the inconsistencies will not invalidate the aggregate vote fore-
cast from the poll. The inconsistencies would affect correla-
tions employing individual level data, however. It is aggre-
gate rather than individual verbal-behavioral consistency that
is important in the investigation of the problem addressed by
this report.

.

Two other important criteria are well stated by Fishbein and-

Ajzen (1975):
.

Only when the intention is measured at the same*

level of specificity as the behavior and has not
changed between time of measurement and observa-
tion of the behavior, will it be highly predic-
tive of the behavior in question. (p. 372)

The intention to behave measured in the " Response" section of
the questionnaire employed here is exactly the same level of
specificity as the behavior being forecast. The relevance of
possible changes in behm.ioral intentions with the passage of
time is addressed in the " Conclusions" chapter of this report.

A final point worthy of mention has been demonstrated by Snyder
and Swann (1976). H e correlation between attitude and beha-
vior is greater if the individual has given careful considera-
tion to the attitude before expressing it. The absence of
this condition in responses to the hypothetical situations
described in this investigation was a major reason for not
taking the " Response" data at face value.

The information-integration tasks employed tend to make the
respondent consider his responses to hypothetical situations
in a manner more similar to the way in which he would in mak-
ing a "real-world" behavioral decision. Louviere and his

I
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associates have recently demonstrated the ability to predict
aggregate benavior from information-integration tasks with
correlations on the order of .95 (Louviere et al, 1977; Pic-
colo and Louviere,1977).

In summary, verbal measures can be relied upon for forecasting
actual behavior in certain situations when certain methodolo-
gical precautions are taken. It is the authors' contention
that the situational and methodological conditions have been
satisfied in this investigation.

.
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